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Abstract
Positive biotic interactions such as mutualism, commensalism and facilitation are
ubiquitous in nature, but historically have received considerably less research attention than
negative interactions such as competition, predation and parasitism. The paucity of research on
positive interactions is particularly evident in stream ecosystems and in vertebrate communities.
Stream fishes clearly provide an ideal system for advancing research on positive interactions.
Many minnows (Cyprinidae) of eastern North America engage in a potentially mutualistic
reproductive interaction known as nest association, in which individuals of one species (nest
associates) spawn in nests constructed by host species. In nest association, hosts provide unsilted
gravel substrate for spawning nest associates, and increased parental care to associate broods.
High associate: host egg ratios can create a dilution effect, reducing the probability that host eggs
will be preyed upon by egg predators. Nest associative interactions are common, but are
relatively understudied compared to other interactions among stream fishes.
The goals of this study were to apply general ecological models to this novel system to
(a) gain new insight into the mechanisms structuring nest associative stream fish communities,
and (b) to use inference from stream fish communities to potentially expand and improve the
general ecological models. These goals required completion of three objectives, including (1)
examining the influence of abiotic and biotic contexts on reproductive behavior and fitness
outcomes between a cyprinid host and associate, using the biological markets model to generate
predictions; (2) examining the utility of the nest web framework (previously only used for cavity

nesting vertebrate communities) and the stress gradient hypothesis (previously applied almost
exclusively to plant communities) for predicting which associate species spawn on nests built by
various nest building species, and the consequences of these choices, respectively; and (3) using
two-species occupancy modeling to determine the relative influence of biotic interactions and
habitat covariates on the co-occurrence of a host and two nest associates.
To accomplish these goals, I conducted a large-scale experiment to manipulate presence
of mutualists (Nocomis leptocephalus, host; Chrosomus oreas, associate), egg predators (biotic
context) and habitat quality (abiotic context). I conducted behavioral nest observations and
conducted repeated stream fish stream fish community surveys to collect demographic data. I
constructed a nest web from observational data, and implemented structural equation modeling
through an information-theoretic framework to identify nest web plausibility across a large
spatial extent. I tested some predictions of the stress gradient hypothesis by regressing juvenilesper-nest and a metric of cyprinid community structure on a composite measure of physical stress
(scaled gradients of catchment-scale agricultural land use and catchment area). I used twospecies occupancy modeling to model co-occurrence of N. leptocephalus hosts and two
associates, C. oreas and Clinostomus funduloides, and used an information-theoretic framework
to compare hypotheses representing the importance of biotic interactions, habitat covariates or
both at determining species co-occurrence.
Results corroborated some (but not all) model predictions, and identified room for
improvement in each of the general models. Nest associative spawning by C. oreas was not
context dependent; C. oreas did not spawn in the absence of a reproductively active male N.
leptocephalus at any treatment level. However, the net fitness outcome of host and associate
species was mutualistic, and the interaction outcome switched from commensalistic mutualistic
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with abiotic context. N. leptocephalus reproductive success was improved by C. oreas presence
in less-silted habitats, but not in heavily-silted habitats. This is most likely because broods were
subject to predation in both habitat types, but were also negatively affected by siltation in silted
habitats. Accordingly, egg dilution by associates was not sufficient to support a mutualistic
relationship in less favorable habitats. Results suggest that the biological markets model may be
a useful tool for predicting fitness outcomes of nest associative mutualism, but may not be as
useful for predicting the behavioral outcomes of obligate mutualisms. Future applications of the
biological markets model should carefully consider species traits, specifically the degree to
which trading behavior is obligate for participants. Future work with this model will yield more
insight by considering highly facultative associates.
Nest webs constructed from nest observational data suggested an interaction topology in
which strong (nearly-obligate) associates relied most frequently on N. leptocephalus nests, and
less frequently on nests constructed by Campostoma anomalum. Weak (facultative) associates
were seldom associated with nests constructed by either species, and probably spawned before
hosts began nesting activity. Structural equation models corroborated this topology throughout
the New River basin, although some less-supported model evidence specified some nest
association by weak associates. Juveniles-per-nest of strong associates responded positively to
physical stress, while this metric for other cyprinid reproductive groups showed no relationship.
Proportional representation of Nocomis and strong associates also increased predictably with
physical stress. This study suggests that the nest web framework can be informative to systems
outside the ones for which it was developed; future studies may be able to use this framework to
better understand the role of habitat-modifying species in communities other than cavity nesting
terrestrial vertebrates and nest associative stream fishes. This work extended the nest web
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framework by (a) modeling the outcomes of interactions instead of the interactions themselves,
and (b) by using structural equation modeling to test nest web predictions with an informationtheoretic framework. This study also suggests that the stress gradient hypothesis can be useful
for understanding interaction dynamics in vertebrate communities; this represents the first direct
evidence that this model can be used in vertebrate communities. Further, I demonstrate that the
stress gradient hypothesis may be extended to predict community structure. However, more
research in a diversity of systems will be needed to determine the extent to which this can be
applied.
This study provides some of the first evidence of large-scale positive co-occurrence
patterns in vertebrates. However, the precise roles of habitat covariates and biotic interactions
were species-specific. Occupancy results suggest that co-occurrence between N. leptocephalus
and nest associate C. funduloides is driven only by reproductive behavioral interactions.
Alternatively, evidence suggests that co-occurrence between N. leptocephalus and C. oreas is
driven by both nest association and habitat covariates. That two-species occupancy modeling can
be a useful tool for comparing difficult-to-test hypotheses involving biotic interactions at large
spatial scales. This study represents the first quantitative, multi-scale treatment of positive
interactions in stream ecosystems.
This study demonstrates that applying general ecological models to stream fish
communities can yield new insights about both the study system and the models themselves.
While models of negative interactions, food webs and dispersal have been applied to stream
fishes, we stand to gain much ground by also considering positive biotic interactions. In doing
so, stream fish ecologists will also be able to contribute to the advancement of general ecology,
and thus raise awareness for these understudied ecosystems and taxa.
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General introduction

Interspecific interactions act strongly on biotic processes, regulating patterns across
levels of taxonomic organization (Boucher et al. 1982). Interactions can be characterized by the
sign of generalized outcomes for each participant. For a single participant or a homogeneous
group of participants, pairwise outcomes are often conceptualized as being positive (+), negative
(-), or neutral (0). Although interactions are best described as a continuum of outcomes (Abrams
1987), they are often categorized as simple binary outcomes ranging from competitive (-,-) to
mutualistic (+,+). Among the types of outcomes in Table 1, negative interactions (competition
and predation) received more research attention during the twentieth century, at least by western
ecologists (see Boucher 1982, 1988 and references therein). Until the early 1980s, the common
understanding among ecologists was that negative interactions were the dominant force in
nature, and that positive interactions (mutualism and commensalism) simply represented
ecological idiosyncrasies (Boucher 1985, Keddy 1989, Cherif 1990). As a consequence, positive
interactions were largely excluded from the historical ecological paradigm.
Table 1. Potential pairwise outcomes (upper), and associated characterizations
(lower), of interspecific interactions. Adopted from Wootton (1998).
Effect of species 1 on individual fitness of species 2
Effect of species 2
on fitness of species 1
0
+
+,+
+,0
-,+
Mutualism
Commensalism*
Antagonism**
+
+,0
0,0
-,0
0
Commensalism
Neturalism
Amensalism***
-,+
-,0
-,Antagonism
Amensalism
Competition
*Commensalistic interactions are considered “facilitations” when driven by
dominant “foundation species” or “ecosystem engineers”
**Antagonistic interactions include predation and parasitism
***Amensalism is often referred to as asymmetric competition
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The lack of classical attention given to positive interactions belies their importance in
nature. Positive interactions are ubiquitous: they occur in every ecosystem, and among most taxa
on earth (Boucher et al. 1982, Margulis and Fester 1991). Mutualisms are attributed to such
large-scale processes as the evolution of the eukaryotic cell (Margulis 1981) and the massive
radiation of the angiosperms (Midgley and Bond 1991). Many mutualisms (and their massive
implications) are well-understood; countless studies have dissected mutualistic interactions
between pollinators and plants (Kearns et al. 1998), mycorrhizae and tree roots (Gerdemann
1970), and coral and their endosymbiotic algae (Muscatine and Porter 1977). In recent decades,
research on positive interactions (namely mutualism) has progressed beyond simple biological
accounts to the point of full inclusion into mainstream ecology (reviewed by Bronstein 1994).
Theoretical treatments of positive interactions in terms of evolution (Foster and Wensellers 2006,
Ferrière et al. 2007), population regulation (Hoeksema and Schwartz 2001, Thompson et al.
2006), community regulation (Bertness and Callaway 1994, Hacker and Gaines 1997), species
distributions (Linder et al. 2012), and conservation concerns (Bronstein et al. 2004, Byers et al.
2006) have been presented. However, many ecological subdisciplines have been slow to
recognize the importance of positive interactions. Similarly, many concepts that are generally
accepted by general ecologists remain untested in a diversity of taxa and ecosystems.
A contemporary goal of ecology involves characterizing contextual shifts in the outcomes
and frequencies (or relative importance) of biotic interactions. Outcomes of interactions and their
magnitudes are seldom discrete; contextual differences can dramatically influence effects on
participants, or even the necessity for participation itself. Two general forms of context affect
interactions: abiotic (e.g., habitat conditions or resource availability) and biotic (e.g., abundance
of mutualists, hosts, predators, or competitors). Tertiary species’ interactions with mutualists
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have been shown to interfere with mutualism dynamics (Bacher and Friedli 2002), causing some
mutualistic species pairs to coevolve unique defense strategies (Althoff et al. 2005). Likewise,
the abiotic contexts in which interactions occur affect outcomes. Changes in resource availability
(e.g., light or nutrients) have been shown to shift pairwise interactions from one categorical
outcome type to another (Kersch and Fonseca 2005, Miranda et al. 2011). These interaction
dynamics are often characterized as biological “markets” where species must trade resources to
ensure their persistence (Noë and Hammerstein 1994, Hoeksema and Schwartz 2001).
The frequency and relative importance of interactions for regulating community-level
processes are also context dependent (Bertness and Callaway 1994). In general, competition has
been shown to be most frequent (or important) in physically benign (i.e., stable and less stressful)
habitats or when predation pressure is low, while positive interactions prevail in harsher habitats
or when predation pressure is high (Bertness and Hacker 1994, Bertness and Yeh 1994, Callaway
1998). These observations led to the development of a well-supported community-level model:
the stress-gradient hypothesis (SGH; Bertness and Callaway 1994, Bertness and Leonard 1997),
which has been recently refined to consider species traits (Maestre et al. 2009), and stress
thresholds (Malkinson and Tiebörger 2010).
Important interspecific interactions must be inferable at large spatial scales, and evident
in species’ geographic distributions (Van der Putten et al. 2010). Unfortunately, most studies
identifying the influence of positive interactions on species distributions have done so only at
relatively small spatial scales (Bertness and Grosholz 1985, Bertness 1989, Callaway 1992).
Driven by “assembly rules” hypotheses (Diamond 1975), most studies at larger spatial scales
have focused only on negative interactions (Araújo and Guisan 2006). Most of these studies
suggest that large-scale patterns in species distributions are governed more by habitat attributes
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than biotic interactions (Olson et al. 2005, Bailey et al. 2009, Williamson and Clark 2011),
although some suggest otherwise (Brown et al. 2000, Englund et al. 2009). The question of
whether or not positive interactions can be reflect in species distributions remains unanswered,
and should be investigated.
Generalized models describing biological processes should be applicable across
ecosystems and taxa. One reason (among many) for disparity in application of ecological theory
across taxa and systems is that many models have not been evaluated in ecosystems other than
the ones in which they were developed. This is quite true for models of mutualism and
facilitation (positive interactions driven by a dominant “foundation species”, typically
commensalistic). Unfortunately, we still lack a concerted predictive framework for
understanding context dependency (Agrawal et al. 2007), largely because of disproportionate
research among ecosystems and taxa (He and Bertness 2014). For instance, context dependency
in ant-plant and mycorrhizal mutualisms have been studied so thoroughly as to allow syntheses
and meta-analyses (Chamberlain and Holland 2009, Hoeksema et al. 2010). Meanwhile, only a
handful of studies have even recognized that both negative and positive interactions occur in
freshwater ecosystem (Holomozuki et al. 2010); even fewer have investigated how those
interactions may change with context (Chamberlain et al. 2014, Skelton et al. 2014). Further,
very little is known about context dependency in mutualisms among vertebrates (Blanc and
Walters 2008b, Gingins et al. 2013, Canestrari et al. 2014). Freshwater fishes clearly provide a
novel system with which to test models predicting mutualism dynamics.
Although research on positive interactions in streams is increasing, such work has
focused almost entirely on invertebrates (Holomuzki et al. 2010), and none have sought to
evaluate interactions in terms of an encompassing theoretical model. Lotic fish ecologists have
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been slower to study the importance of positive interactions than their terrestrial and marine
counterparts. Principles of competition and predation still dominate the current paradigm, as
evidenced in well-cited predictive models of fish community structure (Schlosser 1987, Tonn
1990, Strange and Foin 1999). When describing various aspects of fish population or community
structure, many contemporary studies still consider only negative biotic interactions (Peres-Neto
2004, Hoeinghaus et al. 2007, Crow et al. 2010, Gido and Jackson 2010). The focus on negative
interactions in freshwater ecosystems is not unwarranted; their influences are pervasive.
Additionally, positive interactions among stream fishes may not always be apparent, or may be
brief (albeit important). However, before the regulatory processes of stream fish population and
community structure can be fully understood, positive interactions must be considered.
Freshwater fishes participate in several general types of positive interactions; some are
better studied than others. One of the most well-known is bioturbation, a process in which
trophic or reproductive activities by a species disrupts and releases substrates and associated
nutrients. Typically associated with large bodied fishes, bioturbation can be a critical component
of nutrient dynamics in lotic systems (Flecker 1996, Moore et al. 2004). Like granivorous birds
and mammals, fishes also engage in transport mutualisms with numerous terrestrial plants. By
consuming and passing seeds on upstream migrations, fishes are critical agents of dispersal for
many riparian plant species (Anderson et al. 2011, Horn et al. 2011). Fishes are often hosts to
commensalic black fly larvae (Chironomidae), providing upstream dispersal protection from
predators (Tokeshi 1993).
Nest association, a reproductive mode in which one fish species (the associate) uses nests
build by another species (the host) for spawning (Johnston and Page 1992), is a potentially
mutualistic interaction exhibited by stream fishes (Goff 1984, McKaye 1985, Johnston 1994b).
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Because nest association is widespread across several continents and many families, its
importance for stream fish population and community regulation may be great. Nest association
interactions provide a unique system for testing the utility of population- and community-level
models of positive interactions.
The goals of this study were to apply general ecological models to nest associative
cyprinid communities of the eastern United States to (a) gain new insight into the mechanisms
structuring these communities, and (b) to use inference from stream fish communities to
potentially expand and improve the general ecological models. This research focused on both
population and community level processes at multiple spatial scales. Three general objectives
were necessary for achieving this goal: 1) investigating context dependency of a two-species nest
association interaction; 2) identifying the abiotic contexts in which positive reproductive
interactions play a significant role in organizing stream fish communities; and 3) assessing the
large scale implications of biotic interactions by modeling species co-occurrence. Basing
hypotheses on general ecological models of positive interactions enables the evaluation of the
models’ utility for making predictions in this “novel” ecosystem. Applying the models to nest
associative stream fishes will either reinforce models in their current states, or will provide
directions for model refinement.
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Chapter 1: Biological markets theory predicts context dependent outcomes in a mutualism
between two freshwater fishes

By Brandon K. Peoples1 and Emmanuel A. Frimpong2

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Department of Fish and Wildlife
Conservation. 100 Cheatham Hall, Blacksburg, VA 24061. Phone: 540-231-6880, fax: 540-2317580.
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bpeoples@vt.edu

Corresponding author: frimp@vt.edu

Keywords: biological markets, mutualism, biotic interaction, context, fish, Nocomis, vertebrate,
nest association, freshwater, stream
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Abstract.- The development of encompassing general models of ecology is precluded by a
narrow focus among taxa and systems. Models predicting context-dependent outcomes of biotic
interactions have been tested using plants and bacteria, but their applicability at higher levels of
taxonomic organization is largely unknown. We tested the biological markets model (BMM) in a
context-dependent reproductive mutualism between two communal spawning stream fishes:
mound nest building Nocomis leptocephalus and its associate, Chrosomus oreas. In an in situ
experiment, we manipulated egg predator density and presence of both symbionts (biotic
context), and replicated the experiment in habitats containing high- and low-quality spawning
substrate (abiotic context). Deducing from the BMM, we hypothesized that increased predator
density and decreased substrate availability would increase the propensity of C. oreas to
associate with N. leptocephalus and decrease reproductive success of both species. We observed
that C. oreas did not spawn without its host; this contradicts our first hypothesis but is supported
by the BMM in a way we did not initially consider. The interaction outcome switched from
commensalistic to mutualistic with changing abiotic and biotic contexts, although the net
outcome was mutualistic. The BMM can be a useful tool for predicting outcomes of interactions
among vertebrates.
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Introduction

Outcomes of interspecific interactions are rarely static; they can shift from antagonistic to
commensalistic to mutualistic, depending on abiotic and/or biotic context (Bronstein 1994a).
Among types of pairwise interaction outcomes, mutualism is especially more likely to shift
towards antagonism in changing contexts, largely because of asymmetric exploitation by
participants (Chamberlain et al. 2014). Understanding context dependency in mutualisms is
particularly important as anthropogenically mediated alterations in habitat such as climate
change can affect interaction outcomes and significantly impact species distributions (Van der
Putten et al. 2010). Unfortunately, we still lack a concerted predictive framework for
understanding context dependency (Agrawal et al. 2007), largely because of disproportionate
research among ecosystems and taxa (He and Bertness 2014). For instance, context dependency
in ant-plant and mycorrhizal mutualisms have been studied so thoroughly as to allow syntheses
and meta-analyses (Chamberlain and Holland 2009, Hoeksema et al. 2010). Meanwhile, only a
handful of studies have even recognized that both negative and positive interactions occur in
freshwater ecosystem (Holomozuki et al. 2010); even fewer have investigated how those
interactions may change with context (Chamberlain et al. 2014, Skelton et al. 2014). Further,
very little is known about context dependency in mutualisms among vertebrates (Blanc and
Walters 2008b, Gingins et al. 2013, Canestrari et al. 2014). Freshwater fishes clearly provide a
novel system with which to test models predicting mutualism dynamics.
Market theory (Noë and Hammerstein 1995) provides a useful framework for
understanding context dependency in mutualism (Weyl et al. 2010). The biological markets
model (BMM; Schwartz and Hoeksema 1998) applies the comparative advantage theory of
economic specialization and trade to interspecific mutualism, and has been extended to include
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services (Hoeksema and Schwartz 2001) and differences in species resource requirements
(Hoeksema and Schwartz 2003). This model has some distinct advantages of being based on
individual decision (and selection), accounting explicitly for costs and benefits, the ability to
predict when an interaction is mutually beneficial and specialization is adaptive. The BMM
predicts that mutualism is adaptive when species perceive differences in costs of acquiring
resources, relative to one another. When costs of acquiring resources in isolation is higher than
the cost of trading, each species will specialize in acquiring one resource and will trade for
another, thus engaging in mutualism. The BMM is particularly well-suited for predicting context
dependency in mutualisms. Changing resource availability affects a species’ ability to acquire
resources on its own and, consequently, its perceived need/ability to trade. In general, the BMM
predicts that decreased resource availability should promote trade, so long as at least one species
is flexible in its ability to perceive changes in resource availability (e.g. facultative trading
behavior can change contextually). Schwartz and Hoeksema (Schwartz and Hoeksema 1998)
originally developed the BMM using plants and mycorrhizal fungi. This model has since been
applied successfully to a wide variety of mutualisms among microbes (Werner et al. 2014),
legumes and rhizobia (Simms et al. 2006), marine cleaner fishes and hosts (Bshary and Grutter
2002), and food-sharing bats (Carter and Wilkinson 2013). However, the BMM has not yet been
extended into freshwater systems, and few studies have explicitly considered direct measures of
fitness outcomes.
Our goal was to apply the biological markets model to investigate context dependency in
a novel system: communal spawning stream fishes in eastern North America. Nocomis are
minnows (Cyprinidae) that reproduce by carrying stones in their mouths to construct mounds in
which their eggs are buried; only mature adult males construct nests. Nocomis facilitates the
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reproduction of over 35 other cyprinid species. Collectively termed “nest associates”, these
species require host nests for spawning to various degrees. Nest association behavior may be
nearly obligate for some “strong” associates, but many “weak” associates can either spawn with
a host or revert to the ancestral behavior of open substrate broadcast spawning (Johnston and
Page 1992, Pendleton et al. 2012). Nest associates are lithophils (requiring gravel substrate for
spawning; sensu (Balon 1975) whose reproductive success depends on the presence of
concentrated gravel and the relative absence of silt, which can smother eggs and larvae. Nocomis
nesting ameliorates spawning habitat where gravel is scarce (McManamay et al. 2010) or heavily
embedded with silt (Peoples et al. 2011), but the need for nest association may not be as dire in
habitats where high-quality spawning substrate is abundant. Further, because associates do not
guard their broods, egg burying by hosts can confer increased survival to associates that would
be otherwise unattainable by spawning without a host (Johnston 1994a). Likewise, Nocomis can
benefit from nest association through a dilution effect; high proportions of associate eggs on
nests reduce the probability of host brood being eaten by egg predators. Therefore, participants in
nest association trade two key resources: substrate and egg dilution. This interaction has the
potential to be context-dependent; among various taxa and systems, pairwise outcomes of nest
association have been documented as parasitic (Fletcher 1993, Yamana et al. 2013),
commensalistic (Shao 1997a), and mutualistic (Johnston 1994b, Peoples and Frimpong 2013).
The basic model presented in 1998 is adopted here because it makes fewer assumptions.
Consider a male N. leptocephalus and a male C. oreas in a forested stream with abundant
reproductive substrate and minimal level of egg predators. The following conditions apply: (i)
both species require two resources R1 and R2 for successful reproduction (i.e., egg survival in
the form of dilution and gravel substrate). Eggs acquired in this case is measured in terms of
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dilution with the other species’ eggs, which is adaptive for both species if predation does not
increase in proportion to the increase in number of eggs (McKaye and KcKaye 1977) (ii)
resource units are defined such that some quantity of substrate [R1] is equal in net reproductive
value to a unit of eggs [R2]. Let units = the amount of each resource each individual can accrue
in one breeding season (iii) a tradeoff in resource acquisition is required (e.g., when the males
selects a spawning site, that determines the number of females attracted to spawn and the
quantity of eggs fertilized. This tradeoff is initially represented by the Isolation Acquisition
Isocline (IAI) and (iv) individuals are allowed to acquire resources at any point along their IAI
(Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1. Depiction of comparative advantage and resource trade between N. leptocephalus
(nest-builder) and C. oreas (nest associate). The two species trade hypothetical resources, R1 and
R2. The potential gain in fitness, G, is the distance between the cost of acquiring resources in
isolation and trading for resources.

Rmax is the amount of the respective resource that the individual can acquire if it
specialized completely on that resource. It is further assumed that each species is ideally adapted
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to this situation such that the cost of acquiring R1 and R2 is equal to the relative proportion that
is required to maximize reproductive success, leading to the definition of the OCV. From the
life-history of the two species, it is assumed that N. leptocephalus is equally good at acquiring
both resources while C. oreas is better at acquiring egg dilution than substrate because of its
relatively high fecundity and abundance. Isolation cost ratio, I, for each species is determined as
R1max/R2max. Under the initial or baseline condition presented here IN. leptocephalus = 1 and IC. oreas >
1. Because one species (C. oreas in this case) perceives relative advantage in acquiring one
resource (eggs) over the other (substrate) ≡ lower acquisition cost ratio of eggs to substrate (i.e.,
R2max/R1max) following the convention of the authors, and assuming that the two species have
different consumption vectors (i.e., requirements), C. oreas will specialize in trading eggs for
substrate, and the trade will benefit both species. Trade will result in a new isocline for each
species (TAI). G, the distance between the two isoclines along the OCV, is the gain from trade in
fitness units.
Species may have plastic responses to resource availability, for at least some of the
resources, such that the maximum amount of a resource acquired depends on the amount in the
environment. Schwartz and Hoeksema (1998) used a linear model to derive a new R1max and
R2max in response to resource change. Specifically,
Rmax = FR x Ravail + XR,

(1)

where, FR = flexibility of the species to adjust to changes in the resource, Ravail = availability of
the resource, and XR = the resource intercept or minimum amount of the resource required to
sustain the species. This model was used symbolically and graphically to derive new values for
R1max and R2max and new values of IN. leptocephalus and IC. oreas under decreased substrate and
increased egg-predator conditions leading to prediction of changes in trade costs and gains
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(Figure 1.2). Intermediate graphs leading to the final predictions are omitted for brevity. Under
baseline conditions, C. oreas perceives a lower acquisition cost ratio of eggs to substrate. In all
cases, as long as the two species trade at some trade cost ratio (T) between the isolation cost
ratios for the two species, there is gain for both individuals. Under decreased substrate (R2)
conditions such as is caused by urban or agricultural development, both species have decreased
ability to acquire substrate but N. leptocephalus has more flexibility to move gravel and create
substrate. Ability to acquire eggs (R1max) is assumed to remain the same as the baseline for both
species. The following changes in isolation costs result: IN. leptocephalus = R2max/R1max < 1 and IC.
oreas

= R2max/R1max << 1, implying isolation cost for both species shift to the left. Both species

now perceive relative advantage in acquiring eggs. Furthermore, the perception of advantage is
steeper for the C. oreas in the decreased substrate scenario and should encourage more
associations with N. leptocephalus. Therefore C. oreas specializes in the acquisition of eggs and
trade for substrate. Trade will be beneficial for both as long as they trade at a cost ratio, T,
between their isolation cost ratios. There are possible absolute losses in fitness for both species
because they both experience decreased R1max, but both are better off with than without trade.
Under the increased egg-predator condition, the availability of eggs (R2max) will decrease from
the baseline because spawning female numbers and their fecundity are assumed to stay constant
in the short term (e.g., over one season). No flexibility is assumed for either species to acquire
more eggs. As R2max stays constant, the following changes in isolation costs result: IN. leptocephalus
= R2max/R1max > 1 and IC. oreas = R2max/R1max →1, implying isolation cost for both species shift to
the right. Note that IC. oreas →1 and NOT > 1. N. leptocephalus now perceives relative advantage
in acquiring substrate so it will specialize in substrate and trade for eggs in the form of dilution.
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The mutual resource trade between two species results in gains measured theoretically in
fitness units (Schwartz and Hoeksema 1998). In ecological field studies fitness is difficult to
measure directly for individuals or populations. In this study a framework that decomposes the
relationships between the traits of an individual and its fitness (Arnold 1983, Violle et al. 2007)
is adopted. This framework decomposes trait→fitness relationships into trait→performance and
performance→fitness components, enabling the effect of traits on fitness in relative terms to be
inferred by measuring one or more of the three components of performance (reproductive output,
survival, and growth). Frimpong and Angermeier (2010) further linked this concept to population
measurement made in observational field studies. In this framework the absolute abundance of
individuals of a population can be used as a proxy for individual fitness when comparing
different populations. For comparison of gains in fitness relative to baseline conditions,
abundance of juveniles for the respective species will be the proxy for fitness. This kind of
inference is routinely made (e.g., Damiani 2005; Afkhami and Rudgers 2009; Chamberlain and
Holland 2009).

Figure 1.2. Depiction of trade cost and gains under three scenarios.

Using the biological markets model to guide predictions, we conducted a large-scale in
situ experiment to investigate context dependency in the nest association between Nocomis
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leptocephalus and Chrosomus oreas, two common cyprinids in the central Appalachian
Mountains, USA. C. oreas is a strong associate (Pendleton et al. 2012), but can also spawn by
open-substrate broadcasting in the natural absence of a host (Jenkins and Burkhead 1994). Our
objectives were to elucidate the effect of both abiotic (substrate availability) and biotic (predator
density) context on the behavior and fitness outcomes (reproductive success) of the interaction.
Substrate availability was represented by riparian land use types: forested (control) habitats with
abundant high-quality gravel, and silted habitats in which all gravel was covered with a layer of
silt. Biotic context was represented by densities of Etheostoma flabellare and Catostomus
commersoni, two egg predators common throughout the Appalachians. These species do not use
nest associative reproductive behavior, thus would not have to distinguish between their own
eggs and cyprinid eggs. In a few experimental units, post-nuptial male Campostoma anomalum
were used as a substitute for C. commersoni due to shortage of the latter. For comparison of
gains in fitness relative to baseline conditions, we used juvenile (larval) abundance as the proxy
for fitness (sensu Chamberlain and Holland 2009). Based on the predictions of the BMM, we
hypothesized that increased predator density and decreased substrate availability would increase
the propensity of C. oreas to associate with N. leptocephalus and decrease reproductive success
of both species.
Methods
We conducted this study in spring of 2012 and 2013 in three 3rd to 4th order streams in the
Valley and Ridge physiographic province of southwestern Virginia. Each stream represented a
major drainage basin: Toms Creek (2012, Gulf of Mexico), North Fork Roanoke (2012, Atlantic)
and Catawba Creek (2013, Chesapeake Bay). Control reaches were characterized by extensive
riparian vegetation, stable banks and relatively little silt accumulation in riffles. Conversely,
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silted reaches were highly entrenched, had little to no riparian vegetation, and exhibited
considerable sediment accumulation in riffles. Reaches on the same stream were separated by at
least 1.5 fluvial km. Placing reaches in close proximity was logistically optimal, and allowed us
to replicate the experiment in contrasting habitats without significant differences in stream size.
We conducted an in situ experiment of a balanced, split-plot 23 factorial design. Whole
plots were replicated in control and silted habitats on each stream (n=3 whole plots per habitat
type, 6 total). Each whole plot contained eight experimental units (EUs), randomly assigned a
two-level (+,-) treatment of (a) predator density, (b) N. leptocephalus and (c) C. oreas (Figure
1.3a). This provided six replicates per treatment and 48 EUs. EUs were instream enclosures
constructed of 6.4-mm mesh hardware cloth, supported by steel posts and backed by two-panel
strips of ~5x10-cm welded fencing. To secure enclosures from fish movement among EUs, we
partially excavated substrate directly upstream of fences and bent ~40 cm of the bottom portion
of fences upstream to form an apron. We then buried fence aprons as much as possible, and
secured the entire margin with 23-kg, form-fitting sandbags. We constructed fences in riffles to
ensure each EU contained riffle habitat for potential non-associative spawning by C. oreas, pool
tail habitat for potential N. leptocephalus nesting and pool habitat for feeding and resting. We
constructed fences in a downstream-facing “V” shape to reduce water pressure on enclosures
(Figure 1.3a). This design required daily maintenance, but withstood multiple large floods and
required minimal post-flood repair.
We removed all fishes from EUs using triple-backpack electrofishing. We electrofished
until no adult fishes (>40 mm) were captured; this required between four and ten electrofishing
passes, depending on EU length and habitat complexity. During removal, we retained fish in
holding tanks and monitored them for signs of handling stress. We then restocked fish at
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predetermined densities and released remaining individuals outside the experiment. Stocking
densities are as follows: N. leptocephalus (-) = 0/unit and (+) = 16/unit; C. oreas (-) = 0/unit and
(+) = 30/unit; predator (-) = 10/unit with only C. oreas or N. leptocephalus and (-) = 20/unit with
both C. oreas and N. leptocephalus; predator (+) = 30/unit with only C. oreas or N.
leptocephalus and 60/unit with both N. leptocephalus and C. oreas. There was no stocking in the
(-, - , -) treatment, and he remaining treatment had 60 egg-predators. Adjustment to C. oreas and
N. leptocephalus abundance is made to keep predation pressure constant across treatments.
We conducted spawning observations twice daily. Two workers wearing polarized
sunglasses, one on each side of the stream, walked the length of the experiment and located fish
to record whether or not they were spawning. Spawning of N. leptocephalus was evidenced by
the presence of a conspicuous gravel mound in the experimental unit. Spawning of C. oreas was
evidenced by multiple individuals in breeding color congregated in swift water and schooling
vigorously. Because spawning by both species is conspicuous and can last for days, we are
confident that no spawning events went undetected. If spawning was occurring, we video
recorded (if water clarity permitted) or observed activities for at least half an hour each time to
identify behavioral interactions.
At the onset of spawning, we attached 2-mm mesh vinyl screen to enclosures, leaving a
30-cm gap at the most downstream end of each fence (the point of the “V”, not shown in Figure
1.3b). At the gaps, we fastened 250-micron ichthyoplankton nets to capture drifting larval fishes
from each unit (Figure 1.3b); these were collected twice daily for two weeks after the onset of
spawning. We also collected larval fishes with cylindrical light traps designed specifically for
sampling in shallow gravelly shoals of small streams. We set light traps at dusk and retrieved
them each morning. All larval fish samples were preserved in 90% ethanol.
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We identified larval fishes to species using discriminant function analysis of seven
morphomeristic characters, corroborated by DNA barcoding using the mitochondrial COI locus.
Details of this analysis are presented in Peoples et al. (under review, Copeia). We analyzed four
response variables to test predictions of the BMM: (1 and 2) a binary variable representing
whether or not each species spawned, and (3 and 4) the natural log-transformed counts of larval
individuals of both species. We constructed mixed models to account for nested error structure
by introducing a random factor of each whole plot nested within habitat type, and included
second-order interaction terms (Potcner and Kowalski 2004). Variables in each model included
predator density, habitat type, and symbiont presence (i.e. models predicting C. oreas responses
included N. leptocephalus presence, and vice versa). We fit models using maximum likelihood
estimation, and used contrasts to tease apart effects of specific factor levels and combinations
within significant interaction effects. All analyses were conducted using SAS 9.3. Due to modest
sample size, we drew inferences at α=0.10.
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Figure 1.3. A) diagram of experimental design; B) depletion electrofishing to clear experimental
units of all fishes before re-stocking.

Results

A large flood on Toms Creek near the end of reproductive activity breeched experimental
units and washed away all nests. Behavioral analyses are therefore based on data from all three
systems (n=48 EUs), but analyses of reproductive success were only possible for Catawba Creek
and North Fork Roanoke (n=32 EUs). Results suggest that nest association behavior is obligate
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for C. oreas, which spawned only in 9 of 24 EUs in which it was present. C. oreas spawned only
in the presence of breeding N. leptocephalus, and did not initiate reproduction until male N.
leptocephalus began nest construction. C. oreas did not spawn in the three remaining
experimental units with reproductively inactive N. leptocephalus. C. oreas in EUs without N.
leptocephalus did not enter into intense breeding color, and were usually observed schooling
sluggishly at medial depths in slow current; this is not spawning behavior. After experiments,
female C. oreas from several EUs without N. leptocephalus were collected and sacrificed, and
were found to be full of eggs; those in units with N. leptocephalus contained few to no eggs.
Analyses revealed that the only factor predicting whether or not C. oreas spawned was the
presence of N. leptocephalus (F1,39=15.1, p=0.0004). Neither habitat type (F1,39=0.56, p=0.4598)
nor predator density (F1,39=0.17, p=0.6785) predicted whether or not C. oreas would spawn.
Conversely, N. leptocephalus constructed nests in 19 of 24 EUs, regardless of C. oreas presence.
No factor predicted whether or not N. leptocephalus constructed nests (p>>0.10 for all).
The net outcome of nest association between N. leptocephalus and C. oreas was mutualistic; N.
leptocephalus positively affected reproductive success of C. oreas (F1,23=9.29, p=0.0057), and C.
oreas moderately but also positively affected reproductive success of N. leptocephalus
(F1,23=2.91, p=0.1001). However, outcomes ranged from mutualistic to commensalistic,
depending on abiotic and biotic context. Whereas habitat type did not directly affect reproductive
success of either species in the main effects (p>0.10 for both), its effect on reproductive success
of N. leptocephalus depended on the presence of C. oreas (F1,39=4.18 p=0.0526). In the absence
of C. oreas, N. leptocephalus reproductive success did not differ between habitat types
(F1,23=1.79, p=0.1923). In the presence of C. oreas, however, reproductive success of N.
leptocephalus was significantly greater in forested than in silted habitats (F1,23=4.12 p=0.0532)
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(Figure 1.4). Thus, the outcome of the interaction switched from commensalistic in silted
habitats to mutualistic in forested habitats. Predator density had no effect on reproductive success
of either species (p>>0.10 for all direct effects and interactions).

Figure 1.4. The presence of C. oreas interacted significantly with habitat type to predict
reproductive success of N. leptocephalus (A). Interactions between predator density and habitat
type (B), and predator density and presence of C. oreas (C.) were not statistically significant.

Discussion

The biological markets model predicted the behavioral dynamics and some of the fitness
outcomes of nest association between C. oreas and N. leptocephalus, although not necessarily in
the ways we expected. Using the BMM, we hypothesized that C. oreas would be more likely to
spawn without N. leptocephalus in forested habitats, and in lower predator densities. We found,
however, that nest association behavior is obligate for C. oreas. Schwartz and Hoeksema (1998)
demonstrate mathematically that the ability of a species to maximize acquisition of a
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dynamically available resource (in this case, substrate availability) is determined by its flexibility
to adapt to changing resource availability. If the species is inflexible, it cannot perceive changes
in resource availability and must always associate. In other words, the BMM implies that the
behavior of an inflexible obligate symbiont can only be contextual in whether or not its host is
present and able/willing to trade. Additionally, trading behavior of the obligate symbiont cannot
be dynamic within a particular state of host presence or absence. Therefore, as an obligate and
inflexible associate, C. oreas was not capable of adjusting its reproductive behavior to meet
changes in resource availability within a particular context of host presence or absence; C. oreas
either spawned with N. leptocephalus or not at all. The possibility exists that C. oreas evolved
alongside N. leptocephalus in a highly variable environment, thus making nest association an
engrained, obligate behavior for C. oreas.

This study presents one of the first explicit tests of the biological markets model, and of
context dependency in vertebrate interactions, to incorporate direct measures of participant
fitness. As predicted, N. leptocephalus reproduced more successfully in forested than in silted
habitats, but only in the presence of C. oreas. Analyses of behavioral and reproductive success
data demonstrated that C. oreas benefitted from N. leptocephalus, regardless of context. The
relationship was thus commensalistic in silted habitats where C. oreas did not improve
reproductive success of N. leptocephalus, and only became mutualistic under improved habitat
conditions. This experiment demonstrates that even at low densities (30 individuals per unit), the
presence of associates can cause a mutualistic interaction, at least at the predator densities used
in this study. In natural settings, Nocomis nests are typically swarmed with hundreds of
associates representing up to six species, creating egg dilution by associates as much as 84% of
all eggs on a nest (Cashner and Bart 2010). Accordingly, the low associate densities used in this
study may have been unrealistic. It is likely that high associate densities can maintain a
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mutualistic relationship, even in heavily silted habitats. Spawning habitat amelioration via
Nocomis nesting has been suggested as a mechanism facilitating colonization of associates in
degraded stream habitats (Hitt and Roberts 2011). However, mutualism between nest association
participants may also provide a positive feedback loop to perpetuate this process and expand
distributions of mutualists (Afkhami et al. 2014). Future experimental work should seek to
understand the effect of associate density on the outcomes of nest association.
Contrary to our hypothesis, we observed no effect of egg predator density on the
reproductive success of either N. leptocephalus or C. oreas. This is surprising, given the strong
effects of predation at determining the outcomes of nest associations in other systems (Baba et al.
1990, Fletcher 1993, Johnston 1994a). It is possible we chose relatively inefficient egg predators.
This would explain the moderately significant effect of C. oreas presence on reproductive
success of N. leptocephalus because the primary beneficial mechanism to hosts in nest
association is egg dilution (Johnston 1994b). However, many egg predators of Nocomis nests are
also associates that have already spawned or are actively spawning on another nest. This
represents a case of cheating, which is ubiquitous among mutualisms (Bronstein 2009).
Identifying cheaters and understanding the role they play at determining the net outcomes of nest
association will be critical to future work in this system.
This study demonstrates that freshwater fishes can provide a tractable and informative
system for testing general ecological models, and that ecologists can gain valuable new insight
about their study systems through intertaxonomic thinking. We intend this study to stimulate
discussion on the depth of applicability of general models, and to identify novel and creative
applications of models to study systems much different than the ones for which they were
originally intended. For instance, some results contradict our hypotheses, but corroborate the
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biological markets model in a way we did not initially consider. Our findings do not represent a
misinterpretation of the BMM, but instead illustrate the lack of a general understanding about
interspecific vertebrate symbioses. Very few studies have sought to empirically test the degree to
which reproductive symbioses are facultative in fishes (Wallin 1992, Mattingly and Black 2013).
A better understanding of the basic reproductive ecology of fishes is necessary for future
theoretical research in this system of interactions; experiments with truly facultative associates
(for example, Rhinichthys atratulus) will yield better insights into the ability of the BMM to
predict behavioral context dependency in reproductive mutualisms among fishes. Pendleton et al.
(2012) presented a gradient of obligation among potential associates in the study area. This
gradient identifies species generally as “strong” (nearly obligate) and weak (mostly facultative)
nest associates of Nocomis. This classification scheme could provide candidate alternate species
for future studies improving on the design of the current experiment.
Another valuable insight from the study was that the simple presence of N. leptocephalus
was not sufficient to induce spawning in C. oreas; a nest-building male was required. This
demonstrates that the hosts exert partner control over associates by dictating timing of
reproduction. Because nest associates of Nocomis are capable of utilizing multiple hosts
(Campostoma and Semotilus spp.), it is possible that partner control/choice by all participants
operates to stabilize the mutualism through time (Kaltenpoth et al. 2014). However, the actual
cues that trigger spawning initiation are unknown. Authors have suggested that associates are
attracted to nests based on the presence of adequate hosts (Shao 1997b), chemical cues (Hunter
and Hasler 1965, Rakes et al. 1999), clean substrate (Cooper 1980, Vives 1990), the sound of
nest construction (Steele 1978), or a combination of factors (Miller 1964, Wallin 1992).
Outcomes of nest association can also vary as a result of the behavior of tertiary species. For
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example, Baba et al. (1990) found that nest association between Coreoperca kawamebari and its
associate, Puntungia herzi became parasitic because a third species (Zacco temminicki) which
superficially looked like P. herzi entered the nest unchallenged but preyed on eggs of both host
and associate. Testing the BMM in this system from a community perspective is thus a logical
next step that will yield better insight into how mutualisms structure communities at higher
levels of taxonomic organization.
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Abstract.-Little is known about how positive biotic interactions structure animal communities.
Nest association is a common reproductive facilitation in which associate species spawn in nests
constructed by host species. Nest associative behavior is nearly obligate for some species, but
facultative for others; this can complicate interaction network topology. Nest web diagrams can
be used to depict interactions in nesting-structured communities and generate predictions about
those interactions, but have thus far only been applied to cavity-nesting vertebrate communities.
Likewise, the stress-gradient hypothesis (SGH) predicts that competition is an important
interaction in benign habitats, but that facilitation increases in importance as habitats become
more stressful; this model has been hardly applied to animal communities. The nest web
framework and the SGH were applied to nest associative fish communities, and extended in
novel ways to broaden their applicability. A nest web was constructed using spawning
observations over three years in several streams in southwestern Virginia, USA. Structural
equation modeling (SEM) was then implemented through an information-theoretic framework to
identify the most plausible nest web topology in stream fish communities at 45 sites in the New
River Basin of the central Appalachian Mountains, USA. To test the SGH, the per-nest
reproductive success of “strong” (nearly obligate) nest associates was used to represent
interaction importance. To quantify community structure, eigenvectors were extracted from a
principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) of proportional abundances of members of the family
Cyprinidae (the only species that participate in nest association in this system). Both of these
metrics were regressed on physical stress, a combination of catchment-scale agricultural land use
and stream size (representing spatiotemporal habitat variability). Seventy-one percent of SEM
model evidence supported a parsimonious interaction topology in which strong associates rely on
a single host (Nocomis), but not other species. PCoA identified a gradient of community
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structure dominated by Nocomis and associates, to communities dominated by other reproductive
groups. Both metrics of interaction importance responded positively to physical stress. This
study demonstrates that nest webs can be useful in a variety of systems, and that SEM can be a
quantitative extension of this framework. Likewise, the SGH can be used to understand positive
interactions in animal communities, and can be extended to predict proportional representation of
facilitating and beneficiary species in communities.
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Introduction

Positive biotic interactions such as facilitation and mutualism are common in nature. Yet
despite their ubiquity, a framework for integrating the roles of positive interactions with other
important ecological processes is precluded by a lack of empirical studies on a broad suite of
ecosystems and taxa (He and Bertness 2014). For example, it is common knowledge that
facilitation has strong effects on plant community structure (Callaway et al. 2002), but very little
research has considered the role of positive interactions in vertebrate communities (Barrio et al.
2013, Kamilar and Beaudrot 2013). The paucity of facilitation research is also particularly
notable among freshwater animals (Holomuzki et al. 2010, Fugére et al. 2012). Clearly,
freshwater fishes provide an excellent system for understanding how positive interactions affect
vertebrate communities, and for testing general ecological models in understudied systems.
One conspicuous positive interaction among stream fishes is nest association, a breeding
behavior in which individuals of one species (nest associates) spawn on nests built by host
species (Johnston and Page 1992). Nest association occurs among many taxa in a diversity of
aquatic habitats throughout the world (Johnston and Page 1992, Wong and Balshine 2011,
Yamana et al. 2013). In North America, probably the most common nest association occurs
between Nocomis (Cyprinidae) hosts and a number of cyprinid associates (over 30 species).
Nesting male Nocomis select a very narrow range of gravel size and current velocity (Wisenden
et al. 2009), creating hydrodynamic mounds of uniform, unsilted gravel. Nest associates, which
are lithophilic spawners (requiring clean gravel substrate, Balon 1975), frequently rely on
Nocomis nests for reproduction. In habitats where gravel is scarce or heavily embedded with silt,
Nocomis nesting behavior facilitates nest associate reproduction by providing concentrated,
unsilted gravel (Vives 1990) and parental care of broods (Johnston 1994a) that would have
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otherwise been unavailable to associates. High associate: host egg ratios often create a dilution
effect for host broods, which reduces probability of predation on host eggs. The tradeoff between
substrate provision/parental care by hosts and egg dilution by associates causes most cases of
nest association to be mutualistic (Johnston 1994b).
Interaction topologies in fish communities structured largely by facilitator species can be
complicated by certain aspects of their reproductive behavior. Firstly, many nest associates
switch to using nests of other hosts (e.g. Semotilus, Campostoma or Exoglossum) when Nocomis
are scarce, although these nests may not be as well guarded or silt-free as Nocomis nests
(Pendleton et al. 2012). Secondly, other nest builders may occasionally function as nest
associates of Nocomis, or as egg predators on Nocomis nests (Jenkins and Burkhead 1994).
Finally, plasticity in reproductive traits such as the dual spawning modes exhibited by many
North American cyprinids (Johnston and Page 1992) can make it difficult to quantify proportions
of associate nesting effort associated with host nests versus simple broadcast spawning. Nest
associative behavior for “strong” associate species may be obligate (or nearly so; Wallin 1992,
Mattingly and Black 2013). However, other “weak” associates can opportunistically revert to the
ancestral spawning mode of simple broadcast spawning.
One useful way to understand the complex interaction structure of nesting-based
communities is through a nest web diagram. Analogous to food webs, nest webs depict a
hierarchy of direct and indirect interactions among species requiring or providing a common
nesting resource (Martin and Eadie 1999). Nest webs are useful for tracing pathways of resource
flow, identifying keystone relationships, and making predictions about the consequences of
altering key interactions. The nest web framework has provided insight for complex interactions
among cavity nesting bird species throughout the world (Martin et al. 2004, Blanc and Walters
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2008a, Blanc and Martin 2012, Cockle et al. 2012, Orchan et al. 2012, Cockle and Martin 2015),
but to date has not been used for any other taxa. The first goal of this study was to explore the
potential of the nest web framework as a broadly applicable tool for understanding animal
communities structured by facilitating species. Accordingly, the first objective was to use a
limited sample of reproductive interaction data from a few streams to construct a nest web for
lithophilic cyprinid communities in tributaries to the New River of the central Appalachian
Mountains, USA. The second objective was to then apply structural equation modeling,
implemented through an information theoretic framework, to test whether key interactions
depicted in the nest web were generalizable across the basin. This new application of the nest
web framework is intended to (1) generalize its use as a tool for understanding animal
communities structured by facilitating species, and (2) to move beyond some of its traditional
limitations as a simple visual depiction (Blanc and Walters 2007) and thus extend the framework
as a quantitative tool for comparing complex ecological hypotheses.
The second goal of this study was to identify the abiotic contexts in which nestassociative facilitation would be an important driver of stream fish communities, using the stressgradient hypothesis to guide predictions (SGH; Bertness and Callaway 1994, Maestre et al.
2009). The SGH predicts that the frequency and/or importance of positive interactions should be
greatest in highly stressful situations (high predation or physical stress), and that positive
interactions should segue to competition as habitats become more benign. Since its development,
a large body of research has demonstrated that the SGH can predict the relative roles of
facilitative and competitive interactions in a variety of ecosystems. However, this model has
been tested mainly in plant communities, and has scarcely been considered in freshwater systems
(Fugére et al. 2012) or vertebrate communities (Barrio et al. 2013). Testing this model in
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vertebrate communities can bring new insight into the role of positive interactions among
animals, as well as identify strengths and weaknesses of the model itself.
Applied to nest-associative lithophilic cyprinid communities, the SGH predicts that the
frequency and/or importance of nest association should increase with physical stress, defined as
any physical variable that may limit reproductive success of focal taxa (Maestre et al. 2009). In
streams, anthropogenic land use (catchment-scale agricultural and residential development) is a
ubiquitous stressor that elevates fine sediment loads, creating unfavorable reproductive and
rearing conditions for lithophilic cyprinids (Berkman and Rabeni 1987). Spatiotemporal habitat
variability also represents physical stress; rapid and large changes in instream conditions can
stress eggs and larvae of lithophilic minnows. This variable can be approximated by catchment
area (a measure of stream size) because headwater habitats are considerably less stable than
downstream habitats (Schlosser 1987). This study used a stress gradient ranging from small,
degraded streams as most stressful, to large forested streams as least stressful, employing a
fitness-based, demographic metric of interaction importance (sensu Malkinson & Tiebörger
2010) that approximates reproductive success of beneficiary species (nest associates) in terms of
the ameliorating activity of the facilitating species ( “juveniles-per-nest”, see Methods). Finally,
this study examined whether the SGH could be extended beyond predicting interaction frequency
and importance to include predicting proportional representation of facilitating/beneficiary
species in community structure. Specifically, it was hypothesized that (1) juveniles-per-nest of
nest associates, and (2) the proportional representation of Nocomis and associates would increase
along a gradient of physical stress. Likewise, juveniles-per-nest of other reproductive groups
should decrease or have no relationship with physical stress.
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Methods
To construct the nest web, opportunistic nest searches were conducted on several 2nd to
3rd-order streams throughout Montgomery and Roanoke counties, Virginia, USA during the
breeding seasons (mid-April to early June) of 2012 through 2014. Cyprinid nests were surveyed
by two workers, walking on either side of the stream and wearing polarized sunglasses to reduce
surface glare. Species identities of nest building cyprinids are easily discernable: Semotilus nests
resemble slightly-raised ridges, and Campostoma nests are simply excavated pits. Nocomis and
Exoglossum nests are both raised gravel mounds, but Nocomis nests are constructed of larger
gravel sizes, and in different habitat types (pool tails and runs vs. pool margins) than Exoglossum
(Jenkins and Burkhead 1994). When an active nest was located, workers watched each nest for at
least 30 minutes and noted all species observed on the nest. While some cyprinids are generally
difficult to distinguish, those encountered in this study (Table 2.1) differ enough to allow visual
identification without handling of specimens, especially when in breeding colors. To minimize
the chance a species went overlooked, most nests were video recorded and all were revisited
multiple times. This method was more useful than snorkeling, which tended to disturb more
skittish species.
To quantify measures of interaction importance across a larger spatial extent, stream fish
communities were surveyed in the New River basin of North Carolina, Virginia and West
Virginia, USA. The New River is an ideal system for studying nest associative interactions
because of its relatively high cyprinid richness (29 species) and representation of cyprinid
reproductive groups; these include 6 nest-building species (2 of which were Nocomis), 8 strong
associates, 4 weak associates and 11 non-associates (Jenkins and Burkhead 1994). The New
River also contains the range of land use and associated instream conditions necessary for
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assessing a gradient of abiotic conditions. Forty-five sites (2nd to 5th order), representing
gradients of catchment-scale agricultural land use (<1% to 46%), were sampled in July and
August of 2012. Sites consisted of two spatially-replicated reaches of 80 to 140 m in length
(depending on stream size) within the same interconfluence stream segment, which was the
actual sampling unit (Benda et al. 2004). Reaches were separated by at least one channel
geomorphic sequence, and were bounded by natural barriers (riffles or cascades) to prevent fish
escapement during sampling. Data from both reaches were combined to represent a site.
Table 2.1. Reproductive groups of cyprinids
encountered in the New River basin of NC, VA and
WV, USA in summer 2012. Association strength was
determined from Pendleton et al. 2012.
Species
Nocomis platyrynchus
Nocomis leptocephalus
Cyprinella galactura
Notropis photogenis
Notropis scabriceps
Notropis telescopus
Phenacobius teretulus
Pimephales notatus
Campostoma anomalum
Exoglossum laurae
Exoglossum maxillingua
Semotilus atromaculatus
Chrosomus oreas
Clinostomus funduloides
Luxilus albeolus
Luxilus cerasinus
Luxilus coccogenis
Lythrurus ardens
Notropis rubricroceus
Notropis rubellus
Notropis volucellus
Rhinichthys atratulus
Rhinichthys cataractae

Reproductive group
Mound nest builder
Mound nest builder
Non associate
Non associate
Non associate
Non associate
Non associate
Non associate
Secondary nest builder
Secondary nest builder
Secondary nest builder
Secondary nest builder
Strong nest associate
Strong nest associate
Strong nest associate
Strong nest associate
Strong nest associate
Strong nest associate
Strong nest associate
Weak nest associate
Weak nest associate
Weak nest associate
Weak nest associate
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Instream habitat (substrate types and embeddedness) and Nocomis nest abundance were
quantified along 10 transects per reach according to Barbour et al. (1999) and Peoples, Tainer
&Frimpong (2011). Fishes were sampled from mid-July to mid-August 2012 using single-pass,
double-backpack electrofishing. Electrofishing effort was relatively intensive, averaging
3838±209 seconds per site. All individuals were identified to species and measured to the nearest
mm (total length). For each site, a metric of unsilted gravel availability was calculated by
multiplying the log-transformed proportion of gravel substrate by the average thalweg
embeddedness. This metric represents the availability of quality (unsilted) spawning substrate in
habitat types (riffles) in which simple broadcast lithophils would spawn if they were not
spawning on the nest of a host. Nocomis nests were not included in this calculation.
To estimate reproductive success, species were classified into reproductive groups (nestbuilders, strong associates, weak associates and non-associates) based on Pendleton et al. (2012),
Peoples and Frimpong (2013), and Jenkins and Burkhead (1994, and references therein). Species
encountered in this study are listed in Table 2.1. Individuals were classified as either juveniles
(reproductively immature young-of-the-year) or adults by visually inspecting site-specific
length-frequency histograms for modal breaks. This method is effective because lengthfrequency histograms of short-lived temperate fishes such as cyprinids show distinct modal
breaks. This method typically agrees well with age estimation based on hard structures (Reid et
al. 2008, Peoples et al. 2011). The purpose of the binary age classification was not to quantify
actual age structure, but to partition demography into indices of reproductive success (juvenile
abundance) and a major cause of reproductive output (adult abundance). A metric of nestcapable adult male Nocomis abundance was calculated by partitioning out individuals over 120
mm. This is not an exact estimate of the abundance of nest-capable males (females can reach
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lengths >120 mm), but all reasonable cutoff values for approximating this metric were correlated
with nest abundance.
A nest web was constructed by calculating the percentages of nests of each host on which
associate species was observed (Martin and Eadie 1999). This nest web was then used as a guide
for developing models representing competing hypotheses about interaction network topologies
throughout the New River basin (Table 2.2). Observed interactions at nests may not translate
directly to the importance of nest associative spawning in this system; some may represent
predation instead of spawning and others may spawn on nests but relatively infrequently
compared to broadcast spawning, etc. Accordingly, juvenile abundance (catch-per-unit-effort,
CPUE) of each reproductive group was estimated. This variable represents the outcomes of nestassociative and open broadcast spawning and can be used to infer community interactions when
direct measurements of nest use at multiple locations are not possible across a large spatial
extent. This approach represents a conceptual and analytical advancement of the nest web
framework.
All models contained a “base” structure that remained constant among models. The base
model was constructed based upon the nest web results, prior evidence of relationships and
logical intuition (e.g. the positive relationship between adult and juvenile abundance of a
reproductive group). For example, models predicting nest abundance must contain large adult
male abundance and gravel availability (Peoples et al. 2011). Because they reproduce almost
exclusively on Nocomis nests, models predicting juvenile Nocomis and strong associate
abundance must always contain nest abundance. To represent the dilution effect, models
predicting juvenile Nocomis abundance must always contain strong associate juvenile abundance
(Peoples and Frimpong 2013). Because they are mostly lithophilic spawners, models predicting
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abundances of juvenile weak- and non-associates and other (non-Nocomis) nest-builders must
always contain gravel availability. Finally, models predicting abundances of juveniles of any
group must contain adult abundances of that group. The base model represents a stand-alone
hypothesis of interactions within a nest web in which Nocomis and strong associates participate
in nest association and other groups do not.
Competing models were constructed by adding variables to the base model. Competing
models contained combinations of four observed relationships that must happen often enough to
drive cyprinid community structure and thus be evident in the interaction network topology: 1)
strong associates spawn on non-Nocomis nests; 2) weak associates spawn on non-Nocomis nests;
3) weak associates spawn on Nocomis nests; and 4) other nest-builders spawn on Nocomis nests,
as well as their own. For models in which a group is hypothesized to spawn on a nest, logical
structure requires juvenile abundance of that group to be included in the model predicting the
juvenile abundance of the host group, representing the dilution effect. Because non-Nocomis
nests are inconspicuous and difficult to detect outside of the spawning season (especially nests of
C. anomalum, by far the most abundant nest-builder in the study system other than Nocomis),
abundance of adult non-Nocomis nest-builders were used as a proxy of their nesting activity.
Varying the presence of each relationship in the nest web resulted in 16 parameterized models.
Including a null (intercept-only) model, 17 models were compared (Table 2.2).
Models were fit using structural equation modeling (SEM). Before running SEMs, CPUE
of juveniles and adults of each reproductive group was calculated by dividing counts of each
group by electrofishing time (s). Each CPUE variable was then subjected to the arcsine square
root transformation, and scaled and centered to mean=0 and variance=1. Nest abundance was
log(x+1) transformed nest abundance. SEM models were estimated using diagonally weighted
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least squares regression. Relative support for competing models was evaluated based on
Akaike’s information criterion, adjusted for sample size (AICc); AICc was calculated from the
global chi-square of each SEM. Model weights (wi for each ith model) were calculated to
compare evidence ratios and weights-of-evidence for competing models. Model weights range
from 0 to 1 and sum to 1 for all competing models. The best-supported model has the highest
model weight, and models within two AICc units (ΔAICc≤2) were considered equally plausible.
One potential shortcoming of an information theoretic framework is that although a model may
clearly out-compete others, it still may not approximate the data well, which is why competing
models were also compared to an intercept-only (null) model, which was included in the
competing model set. SEM models were fit using the lavaan package version 0.5-16 (Rosseel
2012) in R version 3.0.1.
To calculate a metric of physical stress for testing the SGH, catchment area and
catchment-scale percentages of agriculture were placed in comparable terms by scaling each
variable to range from 1 to 10. Site-specific values for each variable were then placed into one of
ten equidistant bins. The two scaled variables were then summed to form a composite measure of
stress, ranging from 2 to 20 in increments of 1. Based on this scheme, large streams with mostlyforested catchments were defined as least stressful, and small degraded streams were classified
as most stressful. The purpose of defining physical stress in this way is demonstrative. By
combining to measures of physical stress that are ubiquitous to streams, this approach allows for
findings to be interpreted in terms of well-accepted conceptual frameworks (e.g. Schlosser
1987), and avoids making overly-specific conclusions that are not generalizable beyond the
present taxa and system.
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Juveniles-per-nest, a measure of nest associative interaction importance, was calculated
by dividing juvenile abundance of reproductive groups by nest abundance (juveniles-per-nest).
This metric represents the per-nest contribution of Nocomis nesting activity (habitat
amelioration) to reproductive success of each reproductive group. The second SGH response
variable, cyprinid community structure, is based on the assumption that if physical stress remains
constant over several generations, differential reproductive success of facilitating and beneficiary
species should proliferate temporally and be evident in the overall community structure (Bertness
and Yeh 1994). This represents a potential extension of the SGH, which has been used to predict
the contextual roles of interactions in communities, but not changes in community composition.
Cyprinid community structure was represented as eigenvectors from a principal coordinates
analysis (PCoA) of arcsine-square-root transformed proportions of cyprinid species based on a
Bray-Curtis distance matrix using the vegan package (version 2.0-10) in R. The resulting Scree
plot was inspected to determine appropriate dimensionality in the PCoA solution. Correlation
coefficients between eigenvectors and species relative abundances were used to interpret
eigenvectors. One axis representing the contrast between sites dominated by Nocomis and
associates was used to represent interaction importance. To test the predictions of the SGH,
juveniles-per-nest of strong associates and the community eigenvector were regressed on the
physical stress metric.
Results

Nest web (both observational and SEM) results suggested an interaction network in
which (a) strong associates spawn on Nocomis nests but may occasionally rely on other hosts, (b)
weak associates infrequently rely on nests, and (c) non-associates never use nests for spawning
(Figures 2.1 and 2.2, Table 2.2). Observations included 36 nests constructed by four nest40

building species (Nocomis leptocephalus, Campostoma anomalum, Semotilus atromaculatus and
Exoglossum maxillingua). Nest associates were observed on between one (R. cataractae) and 23
(C. oreas) individual nests. These nests were used by five strong associate species and two weak
associate species. C. anomalum, a nest-building species that is known to occasionally use
Nocomis nests for spawning, was observed at every N. leptocephalus nest. However, most C.
anomalum behavior appeared to be predatory because most individuals detected were males that
had spawned in prior weeks, as determined by the extent of tuberculation; few C. anomalum
females were observed in the vicinity of Nocomis nests (hence the dashed line between C.
anomalum and N. leptocephalus in Figure 2.1). For S. atromaculatus and E. maxillingua, only
the nest builders and associated females were observed at nests (Figure 2.1). Every Nocomis nest
was occupied by at least one strong associate species, while only a few C. anomalum nests
attracted associates. Gravel use was unmeasured, and is implicit in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. A nest web diagram depicting use of nests constructed by Nocomis leptocephalus
and three other nest building fishes in southwestern Virginia, USA in the breeding seasons of
2012-2014. The dashed line between Campostoma anomalum and N. leptocephalus represents
probable egg predation by C. anomalum.
SEM results determined that the most plausible interaction topology (as identified by the
nest web) is parsimonious (Figure 2.2). Three models carried 86% of the weight-of-evidence; the
remaining 14% of weight-of-evidence was spread diffusely over the remaining 14 models. The
best-supported model (model 16, w=0.71) represented the hypotheses that strong and weak
associates seldom rely on nest-builders other than Nocomis for reproduction, and that the
reproductive success of weak associates and other nest-building species seldom depends on
Nocomis nesting. The best model was 8 times better supported than the second-best model
(model 12, w=0.09, ΔAICc=4.3), which differs from the best model only in specifying that weak
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associates spawn on Nocomis nests. The best model was 12 times more likely than the third best
model (model 14, w=0.06, ΔAICc=4.9), which differed from the best model in specifying that
weak associates are frequent users of nests built by species other than Nocomis. The best model
was >490 million times more plausible than the intercept-only model (model 17, w<0.001,
ΔAICc=40.0) (Table 2.2). Most parameter estimates in the best model were positive (Figure 2.2).
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Table 2.2. Variables contained in (1= present, 0=absent) and fit statistics of seventeen competing structural equation models
predicting interaction network topologies of gravel nesting stream fish communities in the New River basin, Virginia, USA.
Hypotheses represented
Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Model attributes

Strong associates
non-Nocomis nests

Weak associates use
non-Nocomis nests

Weak associates
use Nocomis nests

Other nesters use
Nocomis nests

No. of
parameters

AICc

ΔAICc

wi

Evidence
ratio

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

21
19
19
17
19
17
17
15
20
18
17
15
17
15
15
13
6

50.8
49.8
45.5
43.7
46.5
44.7
46.5
44.5
50.1
47.4
41.7
40.1
42.2
40.7
42.8
35.8
75.9

14.9
14.0
9.6
7.8
10.6
8.8
10.6
8.6
14.3
11.5
5.9
4.3
6.3
4.9
7.0
0.0
40.0

<0.01
<0.01
0.01
0.01
<0.01
0.01
<0.01
0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.04
0.09
0.03
0.06
0.02
0.71
<0.01

1744
1081
122
50
204
83
201
74
1263
319
19
8
24
12
33
1
490377046

intercept only
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Figure 2.2. A nest web diagram depicting use of nests constructed by Nocomis leptocephalus
and three other nest building fishes in southwestern Virginia, USA in the breeding seasons of
2012-2014. Each arrow represents a standardized regression coefficient ± standard error.

The PCoA results corroborate the nest web results, suggesting a gradient of cyprinid
community structure ranging from sites dominated by Nocomis and a few strong associate
species, to sites dominated by a suite of other nest-builders and weak- and non-associates (Figure
2.3). PCoA eigenvectors 1 and 2 described 32% and 29% (61% total), respectively, of the
variation in cyprinid community structure. N. leptocephalus (r=-0.75) and the most common
strong associates were negatively correlated with the first PCoA eigenvector (Clinostomus
funduloides, r=-0.66; Notropis rubricroceus, r=-0.42 and Chrosomus oreas, r=-0.29). Less-
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abundant strong associates, which were captured diffusely throughout the study area, were
weakly correlated (|r|<0.20) with the first PCoA eigenvector. Conversely, the most common and
abundant members of other reproductive groups were positively correlated with the first PCoA
eigenvector. These include a nest-builder (C. anomalum, r=0.64), a weak nest associate
(Rhinichthys atratulus, r=0.41), and two non-associates (Notropis telescopus, r=0.32 and
Pimephales notatus, r=0.28). The second PCoA eigenvector primarily was correlated with weak
and non-associates associated with smaller (R. atratulus, r=-0.78 and S. atromaculatus, r=-0.47)
versus larger (Cyprinella galactura, r=0.51; N. telescopus, r=0.40 and P. notatus, r=0.49)
streams, although one patchily-distributed strong associate (Luxilus albeolus, r=0.53) was
positively correlated with this eigenvector.
As predicted, juveniles-per-nest of strong associates increased exponentially with
physical stress (p=0.0005, Figure 2.4a). Likewise, juveniles-per-nest of other groups showed no
relationship with agriculture (p>0.05 for all, Figure 2.4b-d). Further, the PCoA eigenvector score
decreased linearly with agricultural land use (p=0.0003, Figure 2.4e). Because the PCoA
eigenvector was negatively correlated with Nocomis and several strong associates, its negative
relationship with physical stress implies increasing proportional dominance of Nocomis and
strong associates with increasing catchment-scale agricultural land use.
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Figure 2.3. Two-dimensional solution of a principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) of Bray-Curtis similarities among cyprinid
communities at 45 sites on tributaries to the New River, NC, VA and WV, USA. The PCoA results revealed a dichotomy between
sites dominated by Nocomis and a few strong associates (black circles), to sites dominated by species of other reproductive groups
(hollow triangles).
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Figure 2.4. Number of juveniles-per-nest of Nocomis plus strong associates (A) responded
predictably to physical stress, while weak associates (B), non-associates (C), and other nestbuilders (D) did not. The first PCoA eigenvector responded negatively to increased physical
stress (E). Decreasing eigenvector values represent increased proportional representation of
Nocomis and strong associates in cyprinid community structure.
Discussion

The nest web framework provided valuable insight about the reproductive topology of
lithophilic cyprinid communities across a large spatial extent. Evidence suggests cyprinid
community structure in this system is driven largely by the nesting activity of Nocomis, and that
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the magnitude of the interaction importance depends on abiotic condition. Observational and
model-based evidence suggest an interaction topology in which strong associates rely nearly
exclusively on Nocomis nesting for reproduction, and other groups rely mostly on simple
lithophily. Spawning mode plasticity of strong associates was poorly supported, but some model
evidence suggested nest associative behavior and host preference is plastic for weak associates.
Whereas weak associates may rely on nest association in certain habitats, their reproductive
success is more dependent on ambient substrate conditions than the nesting activity of a host
(Peoples and Frimpong 2013). Many beneficiaries of facilitator species are capable of utilizing
multiple hosts, depending on abiotic context (Machiote et al. 2004). For instance, several studies
found that habitat characteristics mediated the plasticity of host choices for secondary cavitynesting birds, and that some species were more prone than others to using alternate hosts (Blanc
and Walters 2008b, Robles and Martin 2013, Cockle and Martin 2015). Accordingly, the role of
facilitating species at determining animal community structure may be affected in part by the
degree to which associative behavior of beneficiary species is facultative. Abundance of
associates that are more closely associated with facilitator species will be more likely to shift as
habitats change to favor or inhibit facilitator species.
This study advances the nest web conceptual framework in several ways, demonstrating
the potential of this framework for broader ecological application alongside more quantitative
approaches (Blanc and Walters 2007). Firstly, this study demonstrates that the nest web
framework can be applied to systems other than cavity nesting avian communities; we posit that
this framework could be useful in any biotic community in which multiple species rely on one
(or several) facilitating species. This model should be able to span taxa. Secondly, combining
nest web diagrams with SEM (Blanc and Walters 2008b, the current study) to estimate
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standardized regression coefficients can provide a means to compare relationship strength of nest
web pathways among systems, develop hypotheses about potential changes in nest webs across
large geographic extents, and examine how interaction structure can change with context. Using
network analysis to quantitatively model nest web diagrams (Blanc and Walters 2007, Cockle
and Martin 2015) can uncover unexpected community dynamics, for example, how variation in
environmental context (e.g., through perturbations) can impact the relative importance of
perceived keystone species. Further, using indirect measures of interaction importance (i.e. as
opposed to behavioral observations) by modeling the outcomes of nesting interactions can be a
useful way of applying nest webs in systems where direct measures of interactions are difficult to
measure across large spatial extents.
Nest webs can also help ecologists identify key interactions, resource states and processes
that flow from unmodified nesting resources, through facilitating species, to beneficiary species
to determine community structure. For example, Blanc and Martin (2012) re-designed the
original nest web of a cavity nesting avian community in British Columbia by incorporating finer
resolutions of resource states (i.e., decay states of trembling/quaking aspen Populus tremuloides)
as opposed to simple species-level abundance at the nest web foundation, and found that
resource availability was lower than previously believed. Similarly, quantifying gradients of
gravel availability in the lithophilic cyprinid nest web could aid in predicting community-level
shifts in reproductive behavior as resources become increasingly scarce, for example in
urbanizing stream habitats (Peoples, Tainer & Frimpong 2011) or in sediment-starved rivers
below dams (Peoples et al. 2014). Likewise, in the absence or reduced abundance of Nocomis,
interpretation of the nest web would suggest strong associates would rely more heavily on
secondary nesters. This may must occur in many localities, for example in small tributaries to the
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Cumberland River, USA where S. atromaculatus functions as the primary fish host (Mattingly
and Black 2013). Future observational studies will shed light onto alternate reproductive
topologies of lotic cyprinid communities.
This study shows that at least some predictions of the SGH can be extended to animal
communities structured by facilitative interactions. First, the importance of spawning habitat
amelioration by Nocomis for the reproductive success of strong associates increased along the
gradient of physical stress. Moreover, per-nest reproductive success of species that are less likely
to rely on Nocomis showed no significant relationship with physical stress. This, coupled with
the most plausible nest web, suggest that facilitation by Nocomis is a strong mechanism
structuring these communities. Although the SGH predicts that positive interactions should be
more prevalent under harsher environmental conditions, the ability of animals to participate in
facilitation may be behaviorally constrained (in this case by nest association strength); that is, not
all species can simply rely on facilitation as stress increases. Nest association may be an optimal
spawning mode in physically stressful habitats, but using this behavior may be impossible for
simple lithophilic non-associates that have not evolved the more complex spawning mode of nest
association. Obligate symbionts of facilitators, in this case strong nest associates of Nocomis,
may thus possess an evolutionary advantage at thriving in harsher habitats (Johnston 1999). This
may suggest adaptation to pre-Anthropocene natural disturbance regimes (e.g. heavily siltation
from landslides and glacial outflow). The system-specific role of facilitation at determining the
presence and abundance of species may thus be constrained by larger-scale processes (e.g.
species sorting and coevolution) establishing the biotic context in which species interact.
This study advances the SGH in two ways. Firstly, it demonstrates that the SGH can be a
useful model for understanding the role of positive biotic interactions in animal communities.
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Second, it shows that while the interactions themselves may be difficult to measure over a large
spatial extent, the outcomes of those interactions (reproductive success of beneficiary species
and overall adult community structure) can also be predicted by the SGH. This was particularly
evident in the increasing proportional representation of Nocomis and strong associates with
increasing physical stress. Similarly, Hitt and Roberts (2011) also showed that N. leptocephalus
and its associates were much more likely to colonize streams whose catchments had undergone
considerable land use change. Facilitation surely contributes to the colonization potential of these
species. Future work on the SGH should seek to seek to determine whether proportional
representation of facilitators and beneficiary species increase with physical stress in the same
manner as interaction frequency. This could expand the utility as a more powerful predictive
framework that can be applied across systems and taxa.
The utility of the SGH for understanding biological communities is becoming
increasingly clear. Thus far, the SGH has been restricted to a few ecological subdisciplines
because animal ecologists historically have been slower to investigate the hypothesis that
intrinsic community-structuring mechanisms can include both positive and negative interactions.
To date, only Barrio et al (2013) has examined the SGH in vertebrate communities; they found
that competition was reduced in harsh environments. Like the present study, this contributes
partial evidence supporting the SGH; evidence fully supporting the SGH would require
demonstrating that the same interaction switches from competition to facilitative from low to
high stress. However, these two studies provide preliminary steps toward a better understanding
of the role of positive interactions in vertebrate communities. More work is necessary to
determine if the relationship between Nocomis and associates becomes neutral or even negative,
as may be evidenced in increasing cheating, parasitism, and competition (all of which are
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documented in nest association) under less stressful conditions. In this system, the period in
which adult Nocomis and associates interact positively is fairly brief, although it defines the
future recruitment success of all species involved; the spawning season lasts approximately three
weeks, and pre- and post-spawn trophic interactions may be competitive. Any competitive
trophic interactions could not have occurred in the absence of a prior reproductive facilitation
(sensu Bertness and Yeh 1994). Additionally, success (or lack thereof) of positive nest
associative interactions will set the context for potential density-dependent interactions in
proceeding seasons.
Future work should seek to accommodate synergistic effects of different types of
interactions (e.g. recruitment facilitation and associational defenses from egg predation),
seasonal changes in interaction direction and magnitude (Biswas and Wagner 2014) and changes
in interaction dynamics with ontogenetic shifts (Soliveres et al. 2010) . Finally, some studies
have suggested that the importance of facilitation should decrease at very high stress thresholds.
While we found no evidence of this pattern, it is possible that we did not survey the full gradient
of physical stress. Future work should seek to evaluate the community-level effects of lotic
ecosystem engineers across a larger gradient of physical stress, while avoiding nonsensical
comparisons of extreme physical stress beyond the fundamental niche of the facilitator (He and
Bertness 2014).
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Abstract:- Emerging evidence suggests that biotic interactions can drive species distributions in
conjunction with abiotic factors. However, the prevailing knowledge suggests that biotic
interactions among freshwater fishes are important only at fine scales, and to date positive
interactions (mutualism and facilitation) have not been considered at large spatial scales. We
used two-species occupancy modeling to examine patterns of co-occurrence between a
reproductively facilitating fish (Nocomis leptocephalus) and two of its nearly-obligate associates,
Chrosomus oreas and Clinostomus funduloides. Using an information theoretic approach, we
compared models representing hypotheses specifying the importance of only habitat, only biotic
interactions, or combinations of both. The best model for each species combination specified the
importance of biotic interactions. For both associate species, probabilities that associates would
occur in the absence of their host were considerably lower than probabilities of co-occurrence.
Species interaction factors were greater than 1.0, indicating positive patterns of co-occurrence
between hosts and associates. Models suggested that habitat variables mediated host-associate
interactions for C. oreas but not for C. funduloides. This study provides the first evidence for
large-scale patterns of positive co-occurrence among stream fishes, and demonstrates the
importance of abiotic context for mediating biotic interactions. Two-species occupancy modeling
may be a useful tool for parsing out the relative importance of biotic interactions and habitat
variables for determining species distributions, although experiments and small-scale behavioral
observations will also be necessary to confirm mechanisms.

Introduction

Understanding the factors that determine species distributions is essential for predicting
organismal response to environmental change. It is well known that environmental factors drive
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species distributions, but ecologists increasingly acknowledge that interspecific biotic
interactions can also be important (Wiens 2011, Wisz et al. 2013). While most research to date
has focused on the effects of negative interactions (competition, predation and parasitism) on
species distributions (Aragón and Sánchez-Fernández 2013, Ettinger and HilleRisLambers
2013), emerging studies suggest that positive interactions (facilitation and mutualism) can also
play an important role (Heikkinen et al. 2007, Afkhami et al. 2014).
Despite the growing body of research among a diversity of taxa, relatively few studies
have examined how biotic interactions influence distributions of freshwater fishes. Of those
studies, most suggest that interactions can drive fine-scale distributional patterns (e.g. Werner et
al. 1983; Power et al. 1985) but at larger scales, freshwater fish co-occurrence is driven only by
habitat conditions (Peres-Neto 2004, Mouillot et al. 2007, Mouchet et al. 2013). Other evidence
suggests that interactions can be important, but only in certain abiotic contexts (Hoeinghaus et al.
2007, Englund et al. 2009, Hein et al. 2014). Regardless, all research to date points to a
diminished role of biotic interactions for explaining freshwater fish distribution at large spatial
scales.
Thus far, large-scale studies of freshwater fish distributions have focused only on
negative interactions; positive interactions have not been considered. One conspicuous positive
interaction among stream fishes is nest association, a reproductive behavior in which individuals
of one species (associates) deposit eggs in nests constructed by a host species (Johnston and Page
1992). Possibly the most common nest association in North America occurs between Nocomis
(Cyprinidae) hosts and over thirty cyprinid associate species. Nocomis facilitate associate
reproduction by building large gravel mound nests for spawning. Nest-building male Nocomis
select a narrow range of substrate sizes and water velocities (Wisenden et al. 2009), creating
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what are often the only sources of appropriate spawning habitat for associates, which require
unsilted gravel substrate to spawn. Tending male Nocomis also provide parental care through egg
guarding, cleaning and burying that associates would not achieve by spawning without a host
(Johnston 1994a).
In this study, we examined patterns of co-occurrence between Nocomis leptocephalus and
two nest associates, Chrosomus oreas and Clinostomus funduloides, throughout the New River
basin of the central Appalachian Mountains of North Carolina, Virginia and West Virginia, USA.
Nest association behavior for these two associates is nearly obligate; their reproductive success is
directly dependent on the nesting activities of their host (Pendleton et al. 2012, Peoples and
Frimpong 2013). Specifically, we sought to evaluate the relative effects of habitat and facilitation
on the co-occurrence of hosts and associates. We used two-species occupancy modeling to
achieve this goal because it accounts for incomplete detection of focal species and allows for
estimation of “species interaction factors” that indicate the pairwise outcome of the biotic
interaction (Mackenzie et al. 2004, Richmond et al. 2010). This approach is also well suited for
comparing hypotheses about the relative influence of biotic interactions and habitat covariates at
determining species distributions (Haynes et al. 2014, Yackulic et al. 2014).
Methods

We sampled habitat and fishes at 61 sites in the New River basin during the summers of
2012 through 2014. We conducted three fish sampling visits to 47 sites, and two visits to the
remaining 14 sites. A site comprised two spatially-replicated reaches of 80 to 140 m in length,
depending on stream size. Reaches were located within the same interconfluence stream
segment, which was the actual sampling unit (Benda et al. 2004). Reaches were separated by at
least one channel geomorphic sequence, and were bounded by natural barriers (riffles or
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cascades) to prevent fish escapement during sampling. We combined data from both reaches to
represent a site. We collected fishes using single-pass, double-backpack electrofishing. After
sampling, all fishes were identified to species and released.
We measured instream habitat at 10 equidistant points along 20 transects per site (10 per
reach). At each point, we measured depth (cm) and identified the substrate type. We also located
and measured the deepest pool depth and shallowest adjacent downstream riffle depth. We
subtracted the latter from the former to calculate residual pool depth (RPD), an informative
metric of summertime habitat availability. We placed substrate types into six groups based on a
modified Wentworth scale (bedrock, boulder, cobble, gravel, sand/silt and organic material; see
Peoples et al. 2011 for details) and calculated the proportions of each substrate type at each site.
For each sampled segment, we derived watershed area (km2) and baseflow index (a measure of
the proportion of streamflow that comes from groundwater) from extensions of the National
Hydrography Dataset Plus version 2 (NHDPlus v2). We also calculated proportions of land use
types within a 30-m riparian buffer (on each side of the stream) for each segment from the 2011
National Land Cover Database (Jin et al. 2013). We then summed proportions of land cover
types representing human disturbance; these included suburban/urban, agricultural and pastoral
land uses.
To reduce dimensionality in habitat data, we conducted a principal coordinate analysis
(PCoA) of Bray-Curtis dissimilarities using the cmdscale function in R version 3.0.3. We then
chose eigenvectors to represent habitat based on the resulting Scree plot, and used correlations
with the original habitat data to interpret eigenvectors. We also “spatialized” habitat eigenvectors
prior to analysis to account for spatial autocorrelation (Brind'Amour et al. 2005). To do so, we
first calculated a matrix of pairwise network (fluvial) distances among sites using the NHDPlus
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v2 dataset. We then subjected this matrix to a principal coordinates of neighborhood matrices
(PCNM) analysis using the PCNM function in the PCNM package of R. This procedure produces
significance tests for Moran’s I on each spatial eigenvector. Using all significant (α=0.05) spatial
eigenvectors with positive eigenvalues from the PCNM analysis, we then used multiple linear
regression with stepwise model selection (the stepAIC function in the MASS package of R) to
identify the most important spatial eigenvectors predicting each habitat variable based on the
lowest value of Akaike’s information criterion (AIC). Next, we re-ran regressions using only the
best predictors of each habitat variable. Finally, we extracted the predicted values of these
regressions; the resulting values represented both site-specific habitat conditions and spatial
gradients in each habitat variable. Before running occupancy models, we scaled and centered the
spatialized habitat eigenvectors to mean=0 and variance=1.
We used two-species occupancy models to examine patterns of co-occurrence between N.
leptocephalus and each associate species, separately. We used single-season models because we
had no reason to believe that significant site-specific colonization and extinction of these species
was occurring between visits. We specified models with survey-specific unconditional detection
probabilities (detection probabilities that do not depend upon the presence of another species)
that differed between the two species, but set conditional detection probabilities (detection
probabilities that depend upon the presence of another species, Mackenzie et al. 2004) of each
species equal to their survey-specific unconditional detection probabilities. That is, we had no
reason to believe that the presence of one species affected the detectability of another species.
Decreasing the number of estimated parameters in each model allowed for improved model
stability.
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We fit all models in program PRESENCE (Hines 2006), using the parameterization
presented by Richmond et al. (2010). Using this parameterization, models estimate three
occupancy parameters: occupancy of the “dominant” species (in this case, N. leptocephalus, ΨA),
occupancy probability of the associate species, given the host is present (ΨBA), and occupancy
probability of the associate species, given the host is absent (ΨBa). We then derived the
unconditional occupancy of nest associates (ΨB) using the equation:

𝛹 𝐵 = 𝛹 𝐴 𝛹 𝐵𝐴 + (1 − 𝛹 𝐴 )𝛹 𝐵𝑎

(2)

We also derived the species interaction factor (“SIF”, Φ) using the equation:

𝛷=

𝛹 𝐵𝐴
𝛹𝐴𝛹𝐵

(3)

SIF values are centered around 1.0: Φ <1.0 indicates negative co-occurrence, Φ ≈1.0 indicates
independent co-occurrence, and Φ>1.0 indicates positive co-occurrence. We calculated standard
errors for Φ using the delta method (Mackenzie et al. 2006).
We compared four types of models for each pair of species. The first and simplest
specifies that biotic interactions do not affect the occurrence of either species (ΨA and ΨB are
independent of each other; Φ =1.0). The second model specifies that only interactions between
N. leptocephalus and associates affect occurrence of each species (ΨBA and ΨBa are not
necessarily equal). The third model is similar to the first one, but includes habitat covariate(s) of
occupancy; this model implies no biotic interaction (Φ =1.0), but instead that species occurrence
is driven only by habitat. The final model is similar to the second model, but specifies that both
biotic interactions and habitat variables drive species occurrence. We compared models using
multimodel inference based on AIC values and Akaike model weights (wi). Models with the
lowest AIC value are considered most plausible, and models within two AIC units (ΔAIC ≤ 2)
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are considered equally plausible. Model weights range from 0 to 1.0, and sum to 1.0 for a given
set of multiple hypotheses; the most plausible model has the highest model weight. We
interpreted models in the 90% confidence set for each species (i.e. Σwi ≥ 0.90).
Results

The first two PCoA eigenvectors explained a cumulative 90.8% of the variation in the
habitat data. The first PCoA eigenvector (hereafter, h1) explained 68.6% of habitat variation; this
eigenvector represented increases in watershed area (r=0.95), as well as decreases in baseflow
index (r=-0.55) and proportions of fine substrates (silt and sand, r=-0.54). The second PCoA
eigenvector (hereafter, h2) explained 22.2% of variation in habitat, and represented increases in
residual pool depth (r=0.81). PCNM analysis identified nine significant spatial eigenvectors with
positive eigenvalues. Accordingly, for competing occupancy models with covariates, we
included models containing only h1, only h2, or both. Including a null (intercept-only) model
and models without habitat covariates, we compared at total of nine two-species occupancy
models for each host-associate pair (Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1. Co-occurrence occupancy models for N. leptocephalus and either Chrosomus oreas or Clinostomus funduloides. Models
are ranked by difference in Akaike’s information criterion (ΔAIC) from the best model and model weight (wi). Ψ represents
occupancy parameters, and p represents detection probabilities. Letters A and B represent N. leptocephalus and an associate species;
capitalization connotes assumed presence or absence. Parameter covariates are in parentheses; h1 and h2 represent eigenvectors from a
principal coordinate analysis of ten habitat variables, s represents surveys, and (.) indicates a fixed parameter.
Chrosomus oreas
No. parameters

-2Log likelihood

AIC

ΔAIC

wi

10

291.5

311.5

0

0.65

9

294.8

312.8

1.3

0.33

Ψ (.) Ψ (.) Ψ (.) p (s) p (s)

9

301.2

319.9

7.7

0.01

Ψ (.) Ψ (.) p (s) p (s)

8

305.8

321.8

10.3

<0.01

10

304

324

12.5

<0.01

10

304.5

324.5

13.05

<0.01

Ψ (h1 h2) Ψ (h1 h2) Ψ (h1 h2) p (s) p (s)

11

302.7

324.7

13.25

<0.01

Ψ (h2) Ψ (h2) p (s) p (s)
Null

9
0

13.69
49424.4

<0.01
<0.01

ΨA(.) ΨBA(.) ΨBa(.) pA(s) pB(s)

9

263.4

281.4

0

0.99

8

274.9

290.9

9.55

<0.01

Ψ (h1) Ψ (h1) Ψ (h1) p (s) p (s)

10

291.5

311.5

30.1

<0.01

Ψ (h1) Ψ (h1) p (s) p (s)

9

294.8

312.8

31.5

<0.01

Ψ (h2) Ψ (h2) Ψ (h2) p (s) p (s)

10

303.9

323.9

42.6

<0.01

Ψ (h1 h2) Ψ (h1 h2) p (s) p (s)

10

304.5

324.5

43.2

<0.01

ΨA(h1 h2) ΨBA(h1 h2) ΨBa(h1 h2) pA(s) pB(s)

11

302.7

324.7

43.4

<0.01

Ψ (h2) Ψ (h2) p (s) p (s)

9
0

307.2
47893.8

325.2
47893.8

43.8
47612.4

<0.01
<0.01

Model
ΨA(h1) ΨBA(h1) ΨBa(h1) pA(s) pB(s)
Ψ (h1) Ψ (h1) p (s) p (s)
A
A
A

B

A

BA
B

B

Ba

A

A

B

B

ΨA(h2) ΨBA(h2) ΨBa(h2) pA(s) pB(s)
Ψ (h1 h2) Ψ (h1 h2) p (s) p (s)
A

B

A
A

A

BA

B

B

Ba

A

A

B

B

ΨA(.) ΨB(.) pA(s) pB(s)
A
A
A

BA
B

Null

A

BA

A

A

Ba

A

A

A

B

B

Ba

B

B

A

B

B

B

307.2
325.2
49735.8
49735.8
Clinostomus funduloides
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The most plausible models for both nest associate species specified that biotic
interactions drive co-occurrence with N. leptocephalus (Table 3.1). Species interaction factors
from the best models for both associate species were positive (C. oreas: Φ =1.12±0.04, C.
funduloides: Φ=1.15±0.06), suggesting strong positive co-occurrence. Additionally, ΨBa was
considerably lower than ΨBA for both species (C. oreas: ΨBa=0.22±0.02, ΨBA=0.53±0.04; C.
funduloides: ΨBa=0.25±0.13, ΨBA=0.78±0.06), indicating that associate occupancy probability
was greatly reduced in the absence of N. leptocephalus.
The relative importance of habitat and biotic interactions differed between the two
associate species. For C. funduloides, the best model (carrying 98% of model weight) did not
include any habitat covariates; this model specifies that co-occurrence between N. leptocephalus
and C. funduloides is driven only by biotic interactions. For C. oreas, however, the best model
(wi=0.65) contained parameters for both biotic interactions and h1, but the second-best model
(wi=0.33, ΔAIC=1.4) specified only the importance of habitat (h1 only, Table 3.1). Occupancy
probability of C. oreas decreased with increases in h1, despite a gradual increase in occupancy of
N. leptocephalus. Accordingly, the probability of co-occurrence (ΨBA) and thus Φ decreased
sharply with h1, sinking below 1.0 (indicating negative co-occurrence) as C. oreas became more
scarce (Figure 3.1). We did not average parameters between the best two models for C. oreas
because they estimated different occupancy parameters (ΨB vs. ΨBA and ΨBa) for C. oreas, and
we were not interested in the occupancy of N. leptocephalus per se.
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Figure 3.1. Habitat variables mediated the co-occurrence of Chrosomus oreas and its
reproductive host, Nocomis leptocephalus. Although occupancy probability of N. leptocephalus
(ΨA) increased slightly with h1 (an eigenvector from a principal coordinate analysis of ten habitat
variables that was highly positively correlated with watershed area), occupancy probability of C.
oreas (ΨB) and thus the probability of co-occurrence (ΨBA) decreased. Accordingly, the species
interaction factor (Φ) was positive at lower values of h1, but decreased sharply as C. oreas
became less likely to occur.
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Discussion

Few studies have inferred large-scale effects of positive biotic interactions on vertebrate
distributions (Gutiérrez et al. 2005, Heikkinen et al. 2007). In this study, we demonstrate positive
co-occurrence between a habitat-modifying fish and its associates, and show that the probability
of associate occurrence is markedly reduced in the absence of the host. This study represents the
first evidence of large-scale positive co-occurrence in freshwater fishes, although a few studies
have provided some evidence of the importance of facilitation by Nocomis for determining
distributions of nest associates. Firstly, Pendleton et al. (2012) demonstrated that geographic
distributions of nearly obligate nest associates of Nocomis overlap considerably more with their
host than do facultative associates, and that the distributions of many associates are nested
entirely within that of Nocomis. At a finer scale, Hitt and Roberts (2011) found that streams
whose watersheds had experienced punctuated agricultural disturbance in the past several
between the 1960s and 2000s were much more likely to be colonized by N. leptocephalus and
associates. Facilitative nest association has also been implicated in the expansion of an
introduced nest associate throughout the Chattahoochee River basin in Georgia, USA (Walser et
al. 2000). Johnston (1999) noted that cyprinids such as Nocomis whose reproductive mode
includes nest building and/or parental care are disproportionately less imperiled than species with
less complex reproductive behavior, and would thus be capable of expanding into vacant niches
as other fishes become extirpated due to watershed disturbance. It is well known among
numerous taxa and ecosystems that facilitator species ameliorate resources to facilitate the
persistence and range expansion of associated species (Linder et al. 2012). Similarly,
understanding the precise role played by Nocomis and other reproductive fish hosts (e.g.
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Campostoma and Semotilus) will be useful for predicting how distributions of reproductive
symbionts respond to changing environments.
Biotic interactions are often mediated by abiotic context. Emerging evidence suggests
that habitat-mediated predator occurrence can affect the distribution of prey fishes at large scales.
Englund et al. (2009) found that by varying with lake depth, dissolved oxygen concentration
affected colonization of lakes by predators, which in turn caused extirpation of prey species.
Similarly, Hein et al. (2014) showed that predation by invasive pike Esox lucius leads to
extirpation of native brown trout Salmo trutta in Swedish lakes, but only in warm lakes in which
E. lucius is more efficient at predation. However both of these studies were conducted in lentic
systems. In streams, the prevailing knowledge suggests that fish co-occurrence is entirely
habitat-mediated; no study has found large-scale importance of biotic interactions in these
systems (Peres-Neto 2004, Mouillot et al. 2007, Mouchet et al. 2013).
Alternatively, we found that habitat conditions mediated the basin-wide co-occurrence of
N. leptocephalus with C. oreas, but not with C. funduloides. Given the strong positive correlation
of h1 with watershed area, we interpret the relationship between h1 and occupancy parameters to
represent primarily a biotic response to a gradient of stream size and associated variables. This is
intuitive, given that both species (and most Chrosomus species) occur commonly in smaller
streams, but only C. funduloides is found consistently in larger streams (>4th Strahler-order,
Jenkins and Burkhead 1994). Model results for C. funduloides do not imply that habitat variables
do not influence the distribution of this species; it is well known that C. funduloides is a
microhabitat specialist (Facey and Grossman 1992) that responds predictably to a variety of
environmental stressors (Hazelton and Grossman 2009, Peoples and Frimpong 2012). Further, it
is very likely that a species distribution model with only habitat covariates would identify
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significant predictors of C. funduloides distribution. Instead, results of this study demonstrate
that, compared to the ten habitat variables and nine significant spatial gradients we identified, the
relative importance of nest association is far greater for predicting occurrence of this species than
the habitat covariates.
While the effects of negative interactions on stream fish co-occurrence remain unclear at
large spatial scales, it is possible that nest association is more apparent because it is a
reproductive interaction. Because obligate (or nearly so) associates require a host for
reproduction, they cannot persist for multiple generations in the absence of host without dispersal
from spawning habitats into habitats where the host is absent. Contrastingly, differences in
habitat may mediate co-occurrence of predators and prey or competitors, giving rise to fine-scale
checkerboard patterns of co-occurrence that dissolve when examined at a coarser grain and
larger spatial extents (Hoeinghaus et al. 2007). More work is needed to determine how habitat
mediates the interaction between reproductive hosts and facultative nest associates (Pendleton et
al. 2012), or other positive interactions among stream fishes such as mixed-species schooling
(see Matthews 1998, Chapter 9).
At fine spatial scales, it is well known that outcomes of biotic interactions often depend
on abiotic context (Bronstein 1994a). However, the implications of these fine-scale outcomes for
determining co-occurrence at large scales have been more difficult to infer. Recent applications
of two-species occupancy modeling have proven this tool to be useful in that regard. For
instance, Haynes et al. (2014) found that two loon species (Gavia spp.) competitively exclude
one another on small lakes with simple shorelines, but that lake size and shoreline complexity
facilitate co-occurrence. Using temporally dynamic two-species occupancy models, Yackulic et
al. (2014) demonstrated that competition between two owl species (Strix spp.) led to elevated
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extinction probability among patches, which impacted the relationship between patch occupancy
and habitat suitability. In this study, we show that two-species occupancy models can also be
used to assess hypotheses about positive co-occurrence patterns. Inference can be made on the
mechanism driving these patterns of co-occurrence because of previous observational (Peoples
and Frimpong 2013) and experimental (Wallin 1992, Johnston 1994b) studies. Accordingly, we
caution interpretation of species interaction factors from these models without corroborating
experiments and/or behavioral observations at finer spatial scales to confidently identify the
mechanism(s) that drive them.
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Conclusions

Two main themes link the chapters of this dissertation: 1) using general ecological
models to draw new inference for stream fish ecology, and 2) using stream fishes as a novel
system to test and improve general models of ecology. These themes proceed from smaller to
larger scales of taxonomic and spatial organization—from population-level inferences drawn at
micro- and mesohabitat scales (Chapter 1), to community-level inference among stream
segments (Chapter 2) and at the watershed scale (Chapter 3). This section provides a brief
summary of those inferences.
How general ecological theory can improve inference for stream fish ecology

This dissertation demonstrates that biotic interactions can be important drivers of stream
fish population and community processes, and can operate across spatial scales. This contradicts
the prevailing thought, which suggests that biotic interactions are important at small scales
(Power et al. 1985), but play a relatively diminished role at determining community structure
(Hoeinghaus et al. 2007) and are typically not evident at larger spatial scales (Peres-Neto 2004,
Mouchet et al. 2013). Firstly, I found that nest association has contextual outcomes for the
population-level fitness of symbionts (Chapter 1). Secondly, I show that differences in symbiont
reproductive traits can set the context for how biotic interactions affect adult community
structure (Chapter 2). I also show that nearly-obligate symbiotic behavior has strong effects on
large-scale patterns of co-occurrence between hosts and associates, and that these patterns are not
always habitat-mediated (Chapter 3). A major conclusion of this dissertation is that accounting
for biotic interactions can potentially improve inference for studies of stream fishes at several
levels of biological and spatial organization.
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This dissertation also demonstrates that positive interactions can be important drivers of
biotic processes in streams. The ubiquity and importance of positive interactions have been well
accepted among several ecological sub-disciplines, but have gained little traction among stream
fish ecologists, or even vertebrate ecologists. Competition and predation currently are
moderately integrated into the major conceptual frameworks of stream fish community ecology,
but positive interactions remain overlooked. Accordingly, this dissertation joins the ranks of only
a very few studies of stream fishes that have explicitly examined positive interactions (Wallin
1992, Johnston 1994a, b, Moore 2006, Hitt and Roberts 2011) interactions. It is my hope that this
dissertation will catalyze interest in other positive interactions among freshwater fishes. In
addition to examining nest association, future studies must seek to understand the roles of other
ubiquitous and potentially positive biotic interactions among stream fishes, such as mixedspecies schooling (see Matthews 1998, Ch. 9), transport mutualisms (Horn et al. 2011) and
positive density dependence (Jungwirth et al. 2015).
Lastly, this dissertation demonstrates that interactions among stream fishes rarely are
static; they can vary with abiotic and biotic context, and their outcomes and consequences can be
predicted by general ecological models. In Chapter 1, I used biological market theory (Noë and
Hammerstein 1995, Schwartz and Hoeksema 1998, Hoeksema and Schwartz 2003) to show that
both abiotic and biotic contexts affected the fitness outcomes of a reproductive mutualism
between Nocomis leptocephalus and Chrosomus oreas. C. oreas was not able to reproduce
without a reproductively active male N. leptocephalus; the implications of obligate reproductive
symbiosis for this and other strong nest associates (Wallin 1992) are clear. Likewise, C. oreas
improved the reproductive success of N. leptocephalus, but only in less-silted abiotic conditions.
Thus, the net interactions between the two species switched from commensalistic to mutualistic
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with changing abiotic context. Accordingly, Chapter 1 demonstrates that the BMM can be used
to predict context dependent fitness outcomes of potentially positive interactions among stream
fishes, although it may not be the most useful model for understanding behavior of obligate
interactions (at least not at the spatial scale at which this study was conducted). Similarly, in
Chapter 2 I used the nest web conceptual framework (previously only used for cavity-nesting
avian communities, Martin and Eadie 1999) to elucidate reproductive interaction network
topology among cyprinid communities in the New River. This approach showed that differences
in species reproductive traits have community-level consequences for reproductive success. I
also showed in Chapter 2 that the stress-gradient hypothesis (previously used nearly exclusively
for plants, Bertness and Callaway 1994) can be used for predicting the abiotic contexts in which
facilitation will be an important driver of stream fish community structure. Overall, the
components of this theme demonstrate that creative application of general theories and models
developed for disparate ecosystems and taxa can provide novel insight across systems if
scientists are willing to think beyond their focal taxa.
How inferences from stream fishes can improve general models

In the first two chapters, I applied general ecological models to stream fish communities.
While these models provided new insight into stream fish communities, applying them to this
novel system resulted in new insights about the models themselves. For instance, in Chapter 1,
the lack of spawning by C. oreas in units without reproductively active N. leptocephalus
demonstrates that the BMM may not be a very useful model for understanding interaction
dynamics of obligate mutualisms. Fishes also presented a unique challenge for observing
reproductive interactions across a large spatial extent. We were able to overcome this issue by
instead modeling fitness-based, demographic metrics that approximate interaction outcomes; this
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represents a functional extension to tools that can be used to generate and test general ecological
hypotheses. In doing so, I was able to apply the nest web framework to a new system (Chapter 2)
and demonstrate its applicability outside the sub-discipline of avian ecology. Based on these
findings, I now posit that the nest web framework can be a useful tool for understanding any
animal community structured by facilitating species. I also showed in Chapter 2 that the SGH
can be applied to stream systems and vertebrate communities. Not only do I provide some of the
first quantitative evidence of the utility of this model outside of plant ecology (Fugére et al.
2012, Barrio et al. 2013), but I also offer a potential extension of the SGH by demonstrating how
it can be used to provide general predictions about community composition. Future work in other
systems should examine whether the findings presented in this dissertation represent tools that
can be generalizable across ecosystem and taxonomic boundaries, or are system-specific
novelties confined only to stream fish communities.
Two unique statistical applications are presented in this dissertation. Firstly, I know of no
other study that has applied an information-theoretic (IT), multimodel inferential approach to
structural equation modeling as in Chapter 2. A common approach to SEM model selection
involves removing factors from a global model until every sub-model and the trimmed SEM is
significant at a predefined alpha level. However, this approach can be subjective and forces
researchers to assume that there is only one plausible hypothesis describing the data (Hobbs and
Hilborn 2006, Barrett 2007). By applying an IT approach to SEM, researchers can benefit from
both the correlative complexity of SEM and the unbiased, relativistic inference provided by an
IT framework. Secondly, in Chapter 3, I used two-species occupancy modeling to examine
patterns of species co-occurrence. Compared to traditional methods for examining co-occurrence
(e.g. null model comparisons, see Gotelli 2000), this method is ideal because it (a) can
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incorporate habitat covariates, which can mask or create spurious patterns of species cooccurrence and (b) because it allows for statistical comparison of complex hypotheses describing
patterns of co-occurrence. Specifically, two-species occupancy modeling allows researchers to
evaluate the relative and combined importance of habitat variables and biotic interactions at
determining patterns of species occurrence. Such information can be very useful for evaluating
combined effects of habitat degradation and species introduction or loss. Furthermore, Chapter 3
of this dissertation represents the first application of two-species occupancy models for
examining positive patterns of species co-occurrence.
Lastly, this dissertation represents a call for integrating models describing ecological
processes that typically are studied alone. For instance, potential effects of multiple biotic
interactions are seldom examined in the same study; this dissertation is no exception. While the
SGH makes predictions about the simultaneous roles of all three major biotic interactions
(facilitation/mutualism, competition and predation), studies designed to fully test these
predictions are necessary. More broadly, ecology still lacks a firm conceptual framework
describing the spatial scales at which biotic interactions operate. While this dissertation suggests
that reproductive facilitation can function (or at least be evident) across scales, these findings do
not refute the large body of literature suggesting biotic interactions only affect relatively smallscale processes. The great diversity of biotic interactions in nature complicate such a process, but
including spatial hierarchy into our conceptual understanding of the ecological role of biotic
interactions will be a major step toward a fully integrated ecological model. Broader still, an
ultimate goal of ecology should be a model integrating our understanding of the relative roles of
major ecological processes such as dispersal and metapopulation/metacommunity dynamics,
density dependence, biotic interactions, phylogeny, spatial dependence, genetic issues and
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macroecology (to name a few). Such a model would be spatiotemporally hierarchical, and would
link process across levels of biological organization—from individuals to biomes. Clearly, a long
road lies ahead.
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